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Abstract
Starting with a λ-supercompact cardinal κ , where λ is a regular cardinal greater than or equal to κ , we produce a model with a
stationary subset S of Pκλ such that NSκλ|S, the ideal generated by the non-stationary ideal NSκλ over Pκλ together with Pκλ\ S,
is λ+-saturated. Using this model we prove the consistency of the existence of such a stationary set together with the Generalized
Continuum Hypothesis (GCH).
We also show that in our model we can make NSκλ|S(κ, λ) λ+-saturated, where S(κ, λ) is the set of all x ∈ Pκλ such that
ot(x), the order type of x , is a regular cardinal and x is stationary in sup(x). Furthermore we construct a model where NSκλ|S(κ, λ)
is κ+-saturated but GCH fails. We show that if S \ S(κ, λ) is stationary in Pκλ, then S can be split into λ many disjoint stationary
subsets.
c© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let κ be a regular uncountable cardinal and λ ≥ κ be a cardinal. In [18], Menas conjectured the following analogue
of a theorem of Solovay: every stationary subset ofPκλ can be split into λ<κ many pairwise disjoint stationary subsets.
Note that Menas’s conjecture implies that for every stationary subset S of Pκλ, NSκλ|S is not λ<κ -saturated. It turns
out that Menas’s conjecture is consistent with ZFC (see Matsubara [15]). On the other hand, Gitik constructed a model
which is a strong counter example to Menas’s conjecture.
Theorem 1 (Gitik [6]). Let κ be a supercompact cardinal and λ > κ a cardinal. Then there exists a poset P such
that
• P preserves cardinals greater than κ ,
• P“κ is an inaccessible cardinal”,• P“there exists a stationary subset S of Pκλ such that NSκλ|S is κ+-saturated, that is, S cannot be split into κ+
many pairwise disjoint stationary subsets”.
It turns out that in Gitik’s model 2κ ≥ (λ<κ)+ holds. Therefore GCH fails in his model. Gitik asked the following
natural question.
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Question: Is GCH consistent with the existence of a stationary subset of Pκλ which cannot be split into κ+ many
disjoint stationary subsets?
If λ is a strong limit singular cardinal, then this question has a negative answer.
Theorem 2 (Matsubara–Shelah [17]). Let κ be a regular uncountable cardinal. If λ > κ is a strong limit singular
cardinal, then NSκλ is nowhere precipitous, that is, NSκλ|S is not precipitous for every stationary subset S of Pκλ. In
particular, NSκλ|S is not λ+-saturated. Furthermore each S can be split into λ<κ many pairwise disjoint stationary
sets.
The case when λ is regular is still open. However Krueger [12] showed the consistency of GCH and NSκκ+ |S is
κ++-saturated for some stationary subset S of Pκκ+. We will extend this result to arbitrary regular λ > κ .
Main Theorem 1. Assume GCH. Let κ be a λ-supercompact cardinal, where λ > κ is regular. Then there exists a
poset P such that the following hold:
• P preserves all cofinalities and GCH,
• P“there exists a stationary subset S of Pκλ such that NSκλ|S is λ+-saturated”.
In Section 5, we show that S can be taken as a canonical set under some assumptions on V . We will use some
preparatory forcing which forces these assumptions. Let S(κ, λ) be the set of all x ∈ Pκλ such that ot(x), the order
type of x , is regular and x is stationary in sup(x).
Main Theorem 2. Assume GCH. Let κ be a λ-supercompact cardinal where λ > κ is regular. Then there exists a
poset P such that the following hold:
• P preserves all cofinalities and GCH,
• P“NSκλ|S(κ, λ) is λ+-saturated”.
Krueger [11] proved the consistency of the statement that NSκκ+ |S(κ, κ+) is κ+-saturated. In Krueger’s model,
2κ = κ++ holds. In Section 6 we prove the consistency of the statement that NSκλ|S(κ, λ) is κ+-saturated for arbitrary
regular λ > κ . In fact, we show:
Main Theorem 3. Assume GCH. Let κ be a λ-supercompact cardinal, where λ is regular cardinal with λ > κ . Let µ
be a regular cardinal with κ ≤ µ < λ. Then there exists a poset P such that the following hold:
• P preserves all cofinalities,
• P“ κ is an inaccessible cardinal”,
• P“NSκλ|S(κ, λ) is µ+-saturated”,
• if κ < µ, then P“ 2ν = ν+ for all κ ≤ ν < µ”.
However 2µ = λ+ holds in the model of Main Theorem 3.
In Proposition 6.1 we will prove that in ZFC S(κ, λ) is a maximal non-splitting stationary subset, that is, if
S \ S(κ, λ) is stationary, then S can be split into λ many pairwise disjoint stationary subsets. Thus if NSκλ|S(κ, λ) is
κ+-saturated, then each stationary subset of Pκλ can either be split into λ many pairwise disjoint stationary subsets,
or it cannot be split into κ+ many.
2. Preliminaries
We refer the reader to Kunen [13] and Kanamori [10] for general background and Baumgartner [2] for background
on iterated forcing. For background on generic ultrapowers, we refer the reader to Jech [8]. We assume that the reader
is familiar with reverse Easton forcing (see Section 6 of [2]).
Throughout this paper, κ denotes a regular uncountable cardinal and λ a cardinal with λ ≥ κ . Let Pκλ = {x ⊆
λ : |x | < κ}. We say that C ⊆ Pκλ is a club in Pκλ if ∀x ∈ Pκλ ∃y ∈ C (x ⊆ y) and for every γ < κ and every
⊆-increasing sequence 〈xξ : ξ < γ 〉 in C , ⋃ξ<γ xξ ∈ C . S ⊆ Pκλ said to be stationary in Pκλ if S ∩ C 6= ∅ for
every club C in Pκλ.
Let µ be a cardinal. We say that µ is ν-inaccessible (< ν-inaccessible) if αν < µ (α<ν < µ) for all α < µ.
Clearly all cardinals are < ω-inaccessible. Under GCH, a regular µ is < ν-inaccessible if and only if ν < µ and
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µ is not the successor of a singular cardinal with cofinality less than ν. For a set of ordinals X with no largest
element, lim(X) = {α < sup(X) : X ∩ α is unbounded in α}. Let α be an ordinal. We say that X is α-closed if
{β ∈ lim(X) : cf(β) = α} ⊆ X . X is <α-closed if X is β-closed for all β < α. Let f be a function. We denote the
domain of f by dom( f ). For a set X , we let f “X = { f (x) : x ∈ X∩ dom( f )} and f |X = f ∩(X× f “X). For a regular
µ < κ , Eκµ denotes {α < κ : cf(α) = µ}. We denote the non-stationary ideal over Pκλ by NSκλ. For a stationary
subset S of Pκλ, NSκλ|S is the non-stationary ideal over Pκλ restricted to S, namely, NSκλ|S = {X ⊆ Pκλ :X ∩ S
is non-stationary}. For stationary subsets X , Y of Pκλ, we say that X and Y are equivalent modulo NSκλ if X∆Y is
non-stationary.
Let I be an ideal over Pκλ. Let I+ = P(Pκλ) \ I . For X, Y ∈ I+, we write X ⊆I Y if X \ Y ∈ I . PI denotes
the standard generic ultrapower poset associated with I , that is, the base set of PI is I+ and for X, Y ∈ I+, we write
X ≤ Y if X ⊆I Y .
Let P be a poset and α an ordinal. Γα(P) denotes the following 2-player game:
Player I : p0 p1 · · · pω+1 · · ·≥
P ≥ P ≥P ≥ P · · · ≥P ≥ P ≥P ≥ P · · ·
Player II : q0 q1 · · · qω qω+1 · · ·
At limit stages, only Player II moves. Player II wins if this game can be continued to length α, that is, Player II can
choose qβ for all β < α. A poset P is said to be α-strategically closed if Player II has a winning strategy in Γα(P) and
P is < α-strategically closed if P is β-strategically closed for every β < α.
For posets P and Q, f : P → Q is a complete embedding if f preserves the order and if, for each maximal
antichain A in P, f “A is a maximal antichain in Q. If there exists a complete embedding from P to Q, P is said to be
completely embeddable in Q. For P ⊆ Q, if the identity map from P into Q is a complete embedding, then P is said
to be a complete suborder of Q. It is well-known that if f : P→ Q preserves the order and incompatibility, then f is
a complete embedding if and only if ∀q ∈ Q ∃p ∈ P∀r ≤P p( f (r) ‖ q in Q). Such a p is called a reduction of q. For
a complete embedding f : P→ Q, if f “P is dense in Q then f is called a dense embedding.
We will use the following facts:
Fact 2.1. Let P be a poset and S be a stationary subset of κ .
(1) If P satisfies κ-c.c., then P “S is stationary in κ”,
(2) If P is µ+1-strategically closed, S is a stationary subset of Eκµ and κ is<µ-inaccessible, thenP “S is stationary
in κ”.
Fact 2.2. Let κ be a λ-supercompact cardinal where λ > κ is a cardinal with cf(λ) ≥ κ . Let U be a normal ultrafilter
over Pκλ and j : V → M ≈ Ult(V,U ). Then
(1) j“λ is <κ-closed,
(2) j“λ+ is cofinal in j (λ+),
(3) if 2λ = λ+ then | j (κ)| = | j (λ+)| = λ+ in V .
Fact 2.3. Let µ be a regular cardinal less than κ such that 2<µ < κ . If κ carries a κ-complete µ-saturated ideal
over κ , then κ is a measurable cardinal. In particular, if P is a poset such that |P| < κ and P“κ is a measurable
cardinal”, then κ is a measurable cardinal in V .
3. Shooting a club subset into Pκλ
In this section, we will define a poset which shoots a club set of Pκλ and destroys the stationarity of some subset
of Pκλ.
Definition 3.1. S(κ, λ) is the set of all x ∈ Pκλ such that x ∩ κ ∈ κ , ot(x), the order type of x , is regular, and x is
stationary in sup(x).
Note that if κ is a successor cardinal or λ is a singular cardinal, then S(κ, λ) is non-stationary: If κ is a successor
cardinal, then {x ∈ Pκλ : |x | = |x ∩ κ|} contains a club set. If λ is a singular cardinal, then {x ∈ Pκλ : cf(ot(x)) =
cf(ot(x ∩ cf(λ)))} contains a club set. Hence {x ∈ Pκλ : ot(x) is not regular} contains a club in both cases.
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The stationarity of S(κ, λ) is a large cardinal property: See Baldwin [1] and Burke [5]. For λ = κ+, see Levinski
[14] and Krueger [11].
From now on λ denotes a fixed regular cardinal greater than or equal to κ .
Fix S ⊆ S(κ, λ). We do not assume that S and S(κ, λ) are stationary. Now we define a poset which shoots a club
subset into Pκλ \ S.
Definition 3.2. C is the set of all functions p such that
• p : d(p)→ d(p) for some d(p) ∈ λ,
• c(p) ∩ S = ∅, where c(p) = {x ∈ Pκd(p) : x is closed under p}.
For p, q ∈ C, define p ≤ q by q ⊆ p.
We present some basic properties of C.
Lemma 3.3. C satisfies (λ<λ)+-c.c.
Proof. This is clear because |C| ≤ λ<λ. 
Lemma 3.4. For every α < λ, {p ∈ C : d(p) ≥ α} is dense in C.
Proof. Let α < λ and q ∈ C. Take δ < λ such that δ > max{α, d(q)}, and define p in the following way:
• p : δ + 1→ δ + 1,
• p|d(q) = q ,
• for ξ ∈ δ + 1 \ d(q), p(ξ) = δ.
It is obvious that q ⊆ p holds. We show that c(p) ∩ S = ∅. Let x ∈ c(p). If x ⊆ d(q), then x ∈ c(q) and x /∈ S. If
x * d(q), then there exists ξ ∈ x \ d(q). By the definition of p, p(ξ) = δ ∈ x . So x has the maximum element δ and
ot(x) is a successor ordinal, thus x /∈ S. 
Lemma 3.5. C is < λ-strategically closed. Thus C adds no new < λ-sequences.
Proof. Let γ < λ. We will describe a winning strategy for Player II in Γγ (C) by induction on ξ < γ .
Let p0 be Player I’s first move. Take q0 ≤ p0 such that d(q0) > γ . Let q0 be the first move of Player II.
Assume that ξ is a successor ordinal. Let pξ be Player I’s ξ th move. Let βξ = d(pξ ). Define qξ in the following
way:
(1) qξ : βξ + 1→ βξ + 1,
(2) qξ |d(pξ ) = pξ ,
(3) qξ (βξ ) = ξ .
It is easy to see that qξ ∈ C and qξ ≤ pξ .
Assume that ξ is limit. Let 〈qη : η < ξ〉 be Player II’s first ξ moves. Let p = ⋃{qη : η < ξ}. If p is a condition,
then we let βξ = d(p). Thus βξ = sup{βη : η < ξ}. Define qξ : βξ + 1→ βξ + 1 as in the successor stage case.
We show that this strategy is a winning strategy for Player II. Let ξ be limit less than γ and 〈qη : η < ξ〉 be Player
II’s moves following our strategy. Let p = ⋃{qη : η < ξ}. We claim that p is a condition. It is enough to show that
c(p) ∩ S = ∅. Assume not. Let x ∈ c(p) ∩ S. If sup(x) < d(p) then, by the strategy, there exists η < ξ such that
sup(x) < d(qη). Thus x ∈ c(qη), which is a contradiction. So sup(x) = d(p). Let b = {βη : η < ξ}. Then b is a club
subset of sup(x) by the strategy. Since x is stationary in sup(x), x ∩ b is unbounded in sup(x). Moreover, because
ot(x) is regular, |x ∩ b| = |x | = ot(x). Let βη ∈ x ∩ b. Then p(βη) = qη(βη) = η ∈ x ∩ γ . Thus the correspondence
βη 7→ η for βη ∈ x ∩ b is an injective map from x ∩ b to x ∩ γ , so we have |x ∩ b| ≤ |x ∩ γ |. Since βη > γ for all
η < ξ , ot(x ∩ γ ) < ot(x). Therefore ot(x) = |x ∩ b| ≤ |x ∩ γ | ≤ ot(x ∩ γ ) < ot(x), which is a contradiction. 
Lemma 3.6. Assume that λ<λ = λ. Then C preserves all cofinalities. Let G be a (V,P)-generic filter and f =⋃G.
Then f is a function from λ to λ and S ∩ {x ∈ Pκλ : x is closed under f } = ∅. Thus S is non-stationary.
Proof. We show only that S is non-stationary. Let x ∈ S. By Lemma 3.4, there exists p ∈ G such that d(p) ≥ sup(x).
Then x /∈ c(p), so x is not closed under p and f . 
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It is well-known that a λ-strategically closed poset preserves the stationarity of all subsets of Pκλ. So we cannot
strengthen the < λ-strategic closure of C to λ-strategic closure.
Next we consider an iteration of club shootings. It is well-known that a < λ-support iteration of < λ-strategically
closed posets is also < λ-strategically closed. Assume that λ<λ = λ and 2λ = λ+. Fix S ⊆ S(κ, λ). Using a standard
book-keeping method, we can shoot outside of all subsets of S using a < λ-support λ+-stage iteration which satisfies
λ+-c.c. Here we construct a simple form of iteration as found in Jech–Woodin [9].
Fix S ⊆ S(κ, λ). Let Ωκλ be the set of all functions p such that
(1) p is a partial function from λ+ to <λλ with size < λ, and
(2) for all α ∈ dom(p), p(α) : d(p(α))→ d(p(α)) for some d(p(α)) ∈ λ.
For p, q ∈ Ωκλ, p ≤ q if dom(q) ⊆ dom(p) and q(α) ⊆ p(α) for all α ∈ dom(p). Take ES = 〈Sξ : ξ < λ+〉 which
satisfies the following conditions:
(1) Sξ ⊆ S × Ωκλ,
(2) 〈x, p〉 ∈ Sξ ⇒ dom(p) ⊆ ξ ,
(3) for all X ⊆ S × Ωκλ, if⋃{dom(p) : ∃x (〈x, p〉 ∈ X)} is bounded in λ+ then there exist cofinally many ξ < λ+
such that X = Sξ .
This is possible by our cardinal arithmetic assumptions. We identify Sξ as an Ωκλ-name of a subset of S.
Definition 3.7. We say that ES is a nice enumeration of all subsets of S if ES satisfies the above conditions.
We define a suborder of Ωκλ induced by ES. We use induction on ξ < λ+.
Definition 3.8. Let C(ES)|0 = {∅}. Assume that C(ES)|ζ ⊆ {p ∈ Ωκλ : dom(p) ⊆ ζ } is defined for all ζ < ξ . If
ξ = η + 1, let S∗η = Sη ∩ (S × C(ES)|η), that is, S∗η is a C(ES)|η-name of a subset of S derived from Sη. Let C(ES)|ξ
be the set of all p ∈ Ωκλ such that dom(p) ⊆ ξ , p|η ∈ C(ES)|η and p|η C(ES)|η “c(p(η)) ∩ (S∗η) = ∅”. If ξ is a limit
ordinal, then we let
C(ES)|ξ = {p ∈ Ωκ,λ : dom(p) ⊆ ξ, ∀ζ < ξ (p|ζ ∈ C(ES)|ζ )}.
Let C(ES) = C(ES)|λ+. We show some basic properties of C(ES).
Lemma 3.9. For every ζ ≤ ξ ≤ λ+, id : C(ES)|ζ → C(ES)|ξ is a complete embedding.
Proof. The proof is routine. 
Lemma 3.10. Let p, q ∈ C(ES). If q(ξ) ⊆ p(ξ) or p(ξ) ⊆ q(ξ) for all ξ ∈ dom(p) ∩ dom(q), then p and q are
compatible in C(ES).
Proof. Define r : dom(p) ∪ dom(q)→ V by
• if ξ ∈ dom(p) \ dom(q) then r(ξ) = p(ξ),
• if ξ ∈ dom(q) \ dom(p) then r(ξ) = q(ξ),
• if ξ ∈ dom(p) ∩ dom(q) then r(ξ) = p(ξ) ∪ q(ξ).
Then r is a common extension of p and q . 
Lemma 3.11. C(ES) satisfies the λ+-c.c.
Proof. Use a standard ∆-system argument. 
By repeating the proofs of Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5, we can prove the following two lemmas.
Lemma 3.12. For every α ∈ λ and ξ < λ+, {p ∈ C(ES) : ξ ∈ dom(p),∀ζ ∈ dom(p) (α ≤ d(p(ζ )))} is dense in
C(ES).
Lemma 3.13. C(ES) is < λ-strategically closed.
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The next lemma is proved by a standard nice-name argument using Lemma 3.11 and condition (3) of our choice of
ES.
Lemma 3.14. For every C(ES)-name of X˙ such that C(ES)“X˙ ⊆ S”, there exist cofinally many ξ < λ+ such that
C(ES)“X˙ = S∗ξ ”.
Lemma 3.15. Let H be a (V,C(ES))-generic filter and fξ = ⋃{p(ξ) : p ∈ H, ξ ∈ dom(p)} for ξ < λ+. Then fξ is
a function from λ to λ. Let Cξ = {x ∈ Pκλ : x is closed under fξ }. Then Cξ is a club set of Pκλ, and Cξ ∩ (S∗ξ )H = ∅
where (S∗ξ )H is the interpretation of S∗ξ by H.
Now we construct a natural suborder of C(ES).
Definition 3.16. For A ⊆ λ+, C(ES)|A = {p|A : p ∈ C(ES)}.
Since C(ES)|A is not a complete suborder of C(ES) in general, we need some assumptions on A.
Definition 3.17. A ⊆ λ+ is complete if⋃{dom(p) : ∃x (〈x, p〉 ∈ S∗ξ )} ⊆ A ∩ ξ for all ξ ∈ A.
Clearly ξ is complete for all ξ ≤ λ+, and if A is complete then A ∩ ξ is complete for all ξ < λ+.
For the rest of this section, we assume that A is complete.
Lemma 3.18. For all ξ ≤ λ+,
(1) id : C(ES)|A ∩ ξ → C(ES)|ξ is a complete embedding,
(2) C(ES)|A ∩ ξ = {p ∈ C(ES) : dom(p) ⊆ A ∩ ξ}.
Proof. We use induction on ξ ≤ λ+. Let ξ = ζ + 1 and assume that (1) and (2) hold for C(ES)|A ∩ ζ . We show that
(1) and (2) hold for ζ + 1. If ζ /∈ A, then C(ES)|ζ = C(ES)|(ζ + 1). Thus (1) and (2) hold. Assume that ζ ∈ A. If
〈x, p〉 ∈ S∗ζ then dom(p) ⊆ A ∩ ζ , so S∗ζ is a C(ES)|A ∩ ζ -name of a subset of S.
First we show (2). Clearly, {p ∈ C(ES) : dom(p) ⊆ A ∩ (ζ + 1)} ⊆ C(ES)|A ∩ (ζ + 1). To see whether the
equality holds, choose p ∈ C(ES)|A ∩ (ζ + 1). Then p|(A ∩ ζ ) ∈ C(ES) by the induction hypothesis. Thus if
p|(A ∩ (ζ + 1)) /∈ C(ES), then p|(A ∩ ζ ) 1C(ES)|ζ “c(p(ζ )) ∩ S∗ζ = ∅”. Take q ∈ C(ES)|ζ and x ∈ c(p(ζ )) such
that q ≤ p|ζ and q C(ES)|ζ “x ∈ S∗ζ ”. Then q|A∩ ζ ∈ C(ES)|ζ . p and q|A are compatible in C(ES) by Lemma 3.10. We
show that q|A C(ES)|ζ “x ∈ S∗ζ ”, which contradicts p ∈ C(ES)|ζ + 1. It suffices to show that q|A C(ES)|A∩ζ “x ∈ S∗ζ ”
since C(ES)|A ∩ ζ is a complete suborder of C(ES)|ζ . Otherwise, take an r ∈ C(ES)|A ∩ ζ with r ≤ q|A and
r C(ES)|A∩ζ “x /∈ S∗ζ ”. Then r C(ES)|ζ “x /∈ S∗ζ ”. By Lemma 3.10, r and q are compatible in C(ES)|ζ , which is a
contradiction.
Notice that for p ∈ C(ES)|ζ + 1, p|A ∈ C(ES)|A ∩ ζ + 1 is a reduction of p. Thus (1) holds for ζ + 1.
If ξ is limit, then it is easy to see that (2) holds for ξ . For p ∈ C(ES)|ξ , it is not hard to see that p|A is a reduction
of p. Thus (1) holds for ξ . 
Thus, if H is a (V,C(ES))-generic filter, then HA = H ∩ C(ES)|A is a (V,C(ES)|A)-generic filter. Moreover, for all
C(ES)|A-names x˙ , (x˙)H = (x˙)HA .
Lemma 3.19. For every α ∈ λ and ξ < λ+, {p ∈ C(ES)|A : ξ ∈ dom(p),∀ζ ∈ dom(p) (α ≤ d(p(ζ )))} is dense in
C(ES)|A.
Lemma 3.20. C(ES)|A satisfies the λ+-c.c.
Lemma 3.21. C(ES)|A is < λ-strategically closed.
Note that the proof of Lemma 3.5 shows that, for each α < λ, there exists a winning strategy σ for Player
II in Γα(C(ES)) such that if q = σ(〈pξ : ξ ≤ γ, ξ is 0 or successor〉) then dom(q) = ⋃{dom(pξ ) : ξ ≤
γ, ξ is 0 or successor}. When a strategy satisfies this property, we call it a continuous strategy. This continuous strategy
which is suggested by Lemmas 3.5 and 3.13 is also a winning strategy for Player II in Γα(C(ES)|A).
Forcing with C(ES)|A makes the set named by S∗ξ for ξ ∈ A non-stationary.
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Lemma 3.22. Let HA be a (V,C(ES)|A)-generic filter and fξ = ⋃{p ∈ HA : ξ ∈ dom(p)} for ξ ∈ A. Let
Cξ = {x ∈ Pκλ : x is closed under fξ } for ξ ∈ A. Then Cξ is a club set of Pκλ and Cξ ∩ (S∗ξ )HA = ∅. Thus
for all ξ ∈ A, (S∗ξ )HA is non-stationary in V [HA].
In Section 4 we will use the following lemma to obtain a master condition:
Lemma 3.23. Let D = {p ∈ C(ES)|A : ∃α ∈ λ such that ∀ξ ∈ dom(p) (α ∈ d(p(ξ))) and for distinct ξ0 and ξ1 in
dom(p), p(ξ0)(α) 6= p(ξ1)(α)}. Then D is dense in C(ES)|A.
Proof. Let q ∈ C(ES)|A. Let 〈ξη : η < |q|〉 be an injective enumeration of dom(q). Since |q| < λ, there exists an
α ∈ λ such that⋃{d(q(ξ)) : ξ ∈ dom(q)} ⊆ α and α > |q|. Define p as follows:
• dom(p) = dom(q),
• for ξη ∈ dom(q), p(ξη) : α + η + 1→ α + η + 1,
• p(ξη)|d(q(ξη)) = q(ξη),
• for δ ∈ α + η + 1 \ d(q(ξη)), p(ξη)(δ) = α + η.
Then p ∈ D and p ≤ q . 
4. Construction of a model such that NSκλ|S is λ+-saturated and GCH holds
In this section, we will construct a model in which GCH holds and there exists a stationary subset S of S(κ, λ) such
that NSκλ|S is λ+-saturated.
Assume GCH. Let κ be a λ-supercompact cardinal where λ > κ is regular. Fix a normal ultrafilterU over Pκλ and
f ∈ κκ such that {x ∈ Pκλ : x∩κ ∈ κ, ot(x) = f (x∩κ)} ∈ U . Note that suchU and f must exist under GCH. Shioya
[21] argued as follows: LetU be a normal ultrafilter over Pκλ such that {x ∈ Pκλ : ot(x) is a cardinal, x ∩κ ∈ κ is not
ot(x)-supercompact} ∈ U . Define f : κ → κ by: For α < κ , f (α) is the minimal regular cardinal less than κ such that
α is not f (α)-supercompact if such a cardinal exists. Otherwise set f (α) = 0. Let j : V → M ≈ Ult(V,U ). Since
GCH holds, every normal ultrafilter over Pκµ for regular µ < λ is in M . By the choice ofU , κ is not λ-supercompact
in M . Hence λ is the minimal regular cardinal such that κ is not λ-supercompact in M . Then j ( f )(κ) = λ by the
definition of f . This means that {x ∈ Pκλ : f (x ∩ κ) = ot(x)} ∈ U .
Let j : V → M ≈ Ult(V,U ). It is clear that j ( f )(κ) = λ. Let B be the set of all α < κ such that α is a Mahlo
cardinal, f “α ⊆ α and f (α) > α is regular. Clearly, κ ∈ j (B) and min( j (B) \ κ + 1) > λ+. For α ∈ B, we denote
f (α) by λα . For α ∈ B, fix λα many pairwise disjoint sets ET α = 〈T αξ : ξ < λα〉 such that T αξ is a stationary subset
of Eλαω . Let 〈Tξ : ξ < λ〉 be the κth element of j (〈T α : α ∈ B〉). By the closure property of M , 〈Tξ : ξ < λ〉 is a
sequence of pairwise disjoint stationary subsets of Eλω.
Next, we will define a κ-stage reverse Easton support iteration 〈Pα, Q˙β : α ≤ κ, β < κ〉 by induction on α ≤ κ .
Assume that Pβ and Q˙β are defined for all β < α and satisfy the following:
(1) Pβ preserves all cofinalities and GCH,
(2) if β /∈ B then Q˙β is a Pβ -name of the trivial poset,
(3) if β ∈ B, then Q˙β ⊆ H(λ+β ) and β“Q˙β satisfies the λ+β -c.c. and is < λβ -strategically closed”.
Let α be a limit ordinal. If α is a regular cardinal, then Pα is the direct limit of Pβ ’s. Otherwise Pα is the inverse
limit. If α = δ + 1, then Pα = Pδ ∗ Q˙δ . By standard arguments, we conclude that Pα preserves all cofinalities and
GCH.
Now we define a poset Q˙α . If α /∈ B, then Q˙α is a canonical Pα-name of trivial poset. Assume that α ∈ B. Then
Pα ⊆ Vα and Pα satisfies the α-c.c. In particular
• α“λα is regular, λ<λαα = λα and 2λα = λ+α ”,• α“T αξ is stationary in λα” for all ξ < λα .
Let S˙α be a Pα-name which satisfies α“S˙α is the set of all x ∈ S(α, λα) such that for all ξ < λα , T αξ ∩ sup(x) is
stationary in sup(x) if and only if ξ ∈ x”. Fix a Pα-name E˙Sα with α“ E˙Sα is a nice enumeration of all subsets of S˙α
with length λ+α ”. Take Q˙α ⊆ H(λ+α ) as a Pα-name of C˙( E˙Sα).
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Let Pκ be the direct limit of Pβ ’s. We can check that Pκ satisfies the κ-c.c., preserves all cofinalities and GCH by
standard arguments.
Consider j (Pκ) = PMj (κ) ∈ M . In M , PMj (κ) is a j (κ)-stage iteration and is identified as PMj (κ) = PMκ ∗ PMκ, j (κ).
Notice that Pκ = PMκ .
Take a (V,Pκ)-generic filter G. Let V1 = V [G], and work in V1. Clearly G is also (M,Pκ)-generic. Then, by the
closure property of M , we have λM[G] ⊆ M[G] in V [G]. Let S = (S˙Mκ )G , ES = (( E˙Sκ)M )G , and Q = (C( E˙Sκ)M )G .
Then S is the set of all x ∈ S(κ, λ) such that, for all ξ < λ, Tξ ∩ sup(x) is stationary in sup(x) if and only if ξ ∈ x . ES
is a nice enumeration of all subsets of S with length λ+ and C(ES) = Q in V [G].
Take an arbitrary (V1,C(ES))-generic filter H . Work in V1[H ]. Let M0 = M[G][H ]. Then λM0 ⊆ M0 in V1[H ].
Put P = PMκ+1, j (κ). Since λ+ < min( j (B) \ κ + 1), P is λ+-strategically closed in M0. Moreover P is λ+-strategically
closed in V1[H ] by the closure property of M0. We show that there exists an (M0,P)-generic filter in V1[H ]. P
satisfies the j (κ)-c.c. in M0, |P|M0 = j (κ), and ( j (κ)< j (κ))M0 = j (κ). Since | j (κ)|V = λ+, there are at most
λ+-many maximal antichains of P which belong to M0. Using the λ+-strategic closure of P, we can construct an
(M0,P)-generic filter Gκ+1, j (κ) in V1[H ].
Let M1 = M0[Gκ+1, j (κ)]. Note that λM1 ⊆ M1 in V1[H ]. We define j : V1 → M1 by j (x˙G) = j (x˙)G∗H∗Gκ+1, j (κ)
for a Pκ -name x˙ . Then j is an elementary embedding which is an extension of j : V → M .
We show that j“λ ∈ j (S) and, in particular, S is a stationary subset of Pκλ in V1.
Lemma 4.1. j“λ ∈ j (S).
Proof. Notice that, because Pκ ∗ C(ES) preserves all cofinalities, j“λ is also < κ-closed in V1[H ]. In particular j“λ
is stationary in sup( j“λ). ot( j“λ) = λ is regular in V1[H ], so ot( j“λ) = λ is regular in M1. Since Pκ satisfies
the κ-c.c. and C(ES) ∗ P is at least ω + 1-strategically closed, Tξ is also stationary in λ in V1[H ] for all ξ < λ.
Let 〈T ′ξ : ξ < j (λ)〉 = j (〈Tξ : ξ < λ〉). Since Tξ is stationary in V1[H ], it is easy to see that T ′j (ξ) ∩ sup( j“λ) =
j (Tξ ) ∩ sup( j“λ) is stationary. Thus ∀ξ ∈ j“λ(T ′ξ ∩ sup( j“λ) is stationary). To see the converse, let ξ < j (λ) be
such that T ′ξ ∩ sup( j“λ) is stationary. Because j“λ is < κ-closed and T ′ξ ⊆ E j (λ)ω , we have j“λ ∩ T ′ξ 6= ∅. Pick
j (α) ∈ T ′ξ ∩ j“λ. By the elementarity of j , there exists ζ < λ such that α ∈ Tζ . Then j (α) ∈ j (Tζ ). Since
〈T ′ξ : ξ < j (λ)〉 are pairwise disjoint, we have j (ζ ) = ξ . Therefore j“λ ∈ j (S). 
Here we state an important property of S. The following argument is found in Matsubara [16].
Proposition 4.2. For x, y ∈ S, if sup(x) = sup(y) then x = y.
Proof. By the way S is defined, if z ∈ S, then for every ξ < λ, ξ ∈ z if and only if Tξ ∩ sup(z) is stationary in sup(z).
This implies that the supremum function is injective on S. 
Now we look at j (C(ES)). Let ES′ = j (ES). Then j (C(ES)) = CM1(ES′). We will omit the superscript and write just
C(ES′). In M1,C(ES′) satisfies the j (λ+)-c.c. and is of cardinality j (λ+). Thus there are at most ( j (λ+) j (λ))M1 = j (λ+)
many maximal antichains of C(ES′) which belong to M1. Since | j (λ+)|V = | j (λ+)|V1[H ] = λ+, we can enumerate all
antichains with length λ+ in V1[H ]. Fix an enumeration of all maximal antichains 〈Wξ : ξ < λ+〉 such that for every
ξ < λ+, there are cofinally many η < λ+ with Wη = Wξ . Notice that 〈Wξ : ξ < γ 〉 ∈ M1 for all γ < λ+.
Return to V1. Fix C(ES)-names 〈W˙ξ : ξ < λ+〉 of 〈Wξ : ξ < λ+〉. Let σ˙ be a C(ES)-name such that C(ES)“M1  σ˙
is a continuous winning strategy for Player II in Γ j (κ)(C( ES′))”.
We will attempt to construct a complete suborder of C(ES) such that the suborder forces saturation of the ideal.
To do this, we will construct sequences 〈 p˙ξ : ξ < λ+〉, 〈q˙ξ : ξ < λ+〉, 〈r˙ξ : ξ < λ+〉, and a complete set A ⊆ λ+
by induction on ξ < λ+. Those sequences will consist of elements of j (C(ES)|A). A sequence 〈 p˙ξ : ξ < λ+〉 will
generate a (M1, j (C(ES)|A))-generic filter HA,M , and j will be lift up to j : V1[HA] → M1[HA,M ] in V1[H ], where
HA is a (V1,C(ES)|A)-generic filter induced by H . Sequences 〈q˙ξ : ξ < λ+〉 and 〈r˙ξ : ξ < λ+〉 will be used in the
construction of 〈 p˙ξ : ξ < λ+〉. Finally we will show that C(ES)|A forces the λ+-saturation of NSκλ|S.
First, we let p˙0, q˙0, and r˙0 be names of ∅ and A ∩ 0 = ∅.
Let γ < λ+, and assume that p˙ξ , q˙ξ , r˙ξ and A ∩ ξ (ξ < γ ) are defined. Furthermore assume that the following
induction hypotheses hold for all ξ < γ :
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(1) A ∩ ξ is complete, that is, for every η ∈ A ∩ ξ , if 〈x, p〉 ∈ S∗η then dom(p) ⊆ A ∩ η (Thus C(ES)|A ∩ ξ is a
complete suborder of C(ES)|ξ and C(ES).),
(2) C(ES)“M1  p˙ξ , q˙ξ , r˙ξ ∈ j (C(ES)|A ∩ ξ)”,
(3) C(ES)“M1  r˙ξ ≤ q˙ξ ≤ p˙ξ ”,
(4) C(ES)“M1  p˙ξ+1 ≤ r˙ξ ≤ q˙ξ ” if ξ + 1 < γ ,
(5) p˙ξ = q˙ξ if ξ is limit,
(6) C(ES) “M1  q˙ξ = σ˙ (〈 p˙η : η ≤ ξ, η is 0 or successor〉)”,
(7) C(ES) “M1  ∀p ∈ H˙A∩ξ (r˙ξ ≤ j (p))”, where H˙A∩ξ is the canonical name of the (V1,C(ES)|A ∩ ξ)-generic filter
induced by the (V1,C(ES))-generic filter.
Note that, in the game Γ j (κ)(C(ES′)), we consider p˙ξ and q˙ξ as Player I and Player II’s ξ th moves.
We want to define A ∩ γ , p˙γ , q˙γ , and r˙γ . There are two cases: γ is a limit ordinal or γ is a successor ordinal. We
consider each case separately.
Case 1: γ is a limit ordinal less than λ+.
Let A ∩ γ = ⋃ξ<γ A ∩ ξ . It is clear that A ∩ γ satisfies the induction hypothesis (1). Clearly, C(ES)“M1 
〈q˙ξ : ξ < γ 〉 is a descending sequence which is followed by σ˙”. Since γ < λ+ < j (κ), game Γ j (κ)(C(ES′)) can
be continued, and Player II can make the γ th move. Let q˙γ be a name such that q˙γ satisfies (6) for 〈 p˙ξ : ξ <
γ, ξ is 0 or successor〉. Then it is forced that dom(q˙γ ) = ⋃{dom(q˙ξ ) : ξ < γ } ⊆ sup( j“γ ). Thus q˙γ is a name of a
condition of j (C(ES)|A ∩ γ ). Let p˙γ = q˙γ .
We define r˙γ . The way we define r˙γ depends on the cofinality of γ .
Subcase 1: cf(γ ) = λ. Then C(ES)|A ∩ γ is the direct limit of 〈C(ES)|A ∩ ξ : ξ < γ 〉. This means that for every
p ∈ C(ES)|A ∩ γ , there exists ξ < γ such that p ∈ C(ES)|A ∩ ξ . In this case, we let r˙γ = q˙γ . We check that (7) holds
for r˙γ .
Take a (V1,C(ES))-generic filter H , and work in V1[H ]. Let pξ = ( p˙ξ )H , qξ = (q˙ξ )H , rξ = (r˙ξ )H for ξ ≤ γ , and
HA∩γ = H ∩ C(ES)|A ∩ γ . Pick p ∈ HA∩γ . Then there exists ζ < γ such that p ∈ C(ES)|A ∩ ζ . By the induction
hypothesis, we have j (p) ≥ rζ ≥ pζ+1 ≥ pγ = rγ . Thus (7) holds.
Subcase 2: cf(γ ) < κ . As in Case 1, take r˙γ = q˙γ . To check (7) holds, take a (V1,C(ES))-generic filter H , and work
in V1[H ].
Let p ∈ HA∩γ . It is enough to show that rγ ≤ j (p)|ζ for all ζ < j (γ ). Note that sup( j“γ ) = j (γ ) since
cf(γ ) < κ . If ζ < j (γ ), there exists η < γ with ζ < j (η). Then rη ≤ j (p|η) = j (p)| j (η) by the induction
hypothesis. Since rγ = pγ ≤ pη+1 ≤ rη, we have rγ ≤ j (p)| j (η) ≤ j (p)|ζ .
Subcase 3: κ ≤ cf(γ ) < λ. This case is special compared with the others. Since C(ES)|A ∩ γ is the inverse limit
of 〈C(ES)|A ∩ ξ : ξ < γ 〉 and dom(qγ ) ⊆ sup( j“γ ) < j (γ ), then for densely many p ∈ C(ES)|A ∩ γ , we have
sup(dom( j (p))) = j (γ ) > sup(dom(qγ )) implying qγ  j (p). Therefore we cannot simply let qγ be rγ .
To define rγ , take an arbitrary (V1,C(ES))-generic filter H and work in V1[H ]. Let E = ⋃{ j (dom(p)) : p ∈
HA∩γ }. Notice that E ⊆ j (A ∩ γ ). Since |C(ES)|A ∩ γ | ≤ λ, we have E ∈ M1. Define rγ as follows:
• rγ : E → M1,
• rγ | sup( j“γ ) = qγ ,
• for ξ ∈ E \ sup( j“γ ), rγ (ξ) =⋃{ j (p)(ξ) : p ∈ HA∩γ , ξ ∈ dom( j (p))}.
It is clear that rγ ∈ M1. We check that rγ is a condition of j (C(ES)|A∩γ ) and satisfies (7) of the induction hypothesis.
Claim 4.3. rγ ∈ j (C(ES)|γ ), and rγ ≤ j (p) for all p ∈ HA∩γ .
Proof. First, we check that |dom(rγ )| < j (λ). Since |dom(p)| < λ for p ∈ HA∩γ , we have | j (dom(p))| < j (λ) in
M1. Since |HA∩γ | ≤ λ < j (λ) and j (λ) is regular in M1, |E | < j (λ).
Recall that ES′ = 〈S′ξ : ξ < j (λ+)〉 = j (ES). To show the claim, we use induction on ξ ≤ j (γ ). The induction
hypothesis is the following:
(i) rγ |ξ ∈ C(ES′| j (A ∩ γ ) ∩ ξ),
(ii) for all p ∈ HA∩γ , rγ |ξ ≤ j (p)|ξ .
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If ξ < sup( j“γ ), then it is clear because rγ |ξ = qγ |ξ . Assume that ξ ≥ sup( j“γ ). It is obvious that (i) and (ii)
hold for limit ξ . Let ξ = η + 1. If η /∈ E , then (i) and (ii) clearly hold. Assume that η ∈ E . If (i) holds, then it is easy
to see that (ii) holds by the definition of rγ . To show (i), we claim that d(rγ (η)) = sup( j“λ). For p ∈ HA∩γ , there
exists δ < λ such that d(p(ν)) < δ for all ν ∈ dom(p) since |dom(p)| < λ. Thus we have d( j (p)(ν)) < j (δ) for all
ν ∈ j (dom(p)). Thus d(rγ (η)) ≤ sup( j“λ) holds. Equality follows by Lemma 3.19.
Assume that (i) fails. Then there exists q ≤ rγ |η and x ∈ j (S) ∩ c(rγ (η)) such that q C(ES′| j (A)∩η) “x ∈ (S′η)∗”.
Assume that sup(x) < sup( j“λ). Take α < λ such that sup(x) < j (α). Then, by Lemma 3.19, there exists
p ∈ HA∩γ such that d(p(ν)) > α for all ν ∈ dom(p) and η ∈ dom( j (p)). Using the elementarity of j , we
have d( j (p)(η)) > j (α) and so x ∈ c( j (p)(η)). Thus j (p)|η C(ES′| j (A)∩η)“x /∈ (S′η)∗”. But rγ ≤ j (p)|η by the
induction hypothesis, which is a contradiction.
Assume that sup(x) = sup( j“λ). Since j“λ ∈ j (S), x = j“λ must hold. By Lemma 3.23, there exists p ∈ HA∩γ
such that for some α ∈ ⋂ν∈dom(p) d(p(ν)), 〈p(ν)(α) : ν ∈ dom(p)〉 is injective and η ∈ dom( j (p)). Then〈 j (p)(ν)( j (α)) : ν ∈ dom( j (p))〉 is also injective. We check j (p)(η)( j (α)) /∈ j“λ. If j (p)(η)( j (α)) = j (δ) for
some δ ∈ λ, there exists τ ∈ dom(p) with p(τ )(α) = δ by elementarity. Then j (p)(η)( j (α)) = j (p)( j (τ ))( j (α)),
thus we have that η = j (τ ). However this contradicts sup( j“γ ) ≤ η < j (γ ). Since j (α) ∈ j“λ, j (p)(η)( j (α)) /∈ j“λ
and rγ (η) ⊇ j (p)(η), x = j“λ is not closed under rγ (η). Hence x /∈ c(rγ (η)), which is a contradiction. Therefore
we have that (i) holds for η + 1. 
This completes the construction in the case when γ is a limit ordinal. It remains to deal with the case where γ is a
successor case.
Case 2: γ is a successor ordinal less than λ+.
Let γ = δ + 1. Recall that 〈W˙ξ : ξ < λ+〉 is an enumeration of all maximal antichains of j (C(ES)). First define
p˙δ+1 as follows: C(ES)“M1 “ if there exists r ∈ W˙δ ∩ j (C(ES)|A ∩ δ) such that r and r˙δ are compatible, then
p˙δ+1 ∈ j (C(ES)|A ∩ δ) is a common extension of r and r˙δ . If otherwise then p˙δ+1 = r˙δ””. Take a name q˙δ+1 by
following the strategy σ˙ .
If there exists 〈p, x〉 ∈ S∗δ such that dom(p) * A ∩ δ, then define r˙δ+1 = q˙δ+1. Let A ∩ (δ + 1) = A ∩ δ and go to
the next induction stage.
Assume that for all 〈p, x〉 ∈ S∗δ , dom(p) ⊆ A ∩ δ. Thus we may identify S∗δ as a C(ES)|A ∩ δ-name.
Assume that if 1C(ES)“M1  q˙δ+1  j (C(ES)|A∩δ) j“λ /∈ j (S∗δ )”, then A ∩ γ = A ∩ δ and define r˙δ+1 = q˙δ+1.
If C(ES)“M1  q˙δ+1  j (C(ES)|A∩δ) j“λ /∈ j (S∗δ )”, then A ∩ γ = (A ∩ δ)∪ {δ}. Define r˙δ+1 as follows: C(ES)“M1 
r˙δ+1 : dom(q˙δ)∪{ j (δ)} → M1, r˙δ+1|dom(q˙δ+1) = q˙δ+1 and r˙δ+1( j (δ)) =⋃{ j (p(δ)) : p ∈ HA∩δ+1, δ ∈ dom(p)}”.
Claim 4.4. C(ES)“M1  r˙δ+1 ∈ j (C(ES)|A ∩ (δ + 1))”.
Proof. Take a (V1,C(ES))-generic filter, and work in V1[H ]. It is enough to show that rδ+1| j (δ)  j (C(ES)|A∩δ) “c(rδ+1
( j (δ))) ∩ j (S∗δ ) = ∅”. Assume otherwise. Take p ≤ rδ+1| j (δ) and x ∈ j (S) ∩ c(rδ+1( j (δ))) such that
p  j (C(ES)|A∩δ)“x ∈ j (S∗δ )”. Notice that d(rδ+1( j (δ))) = sup( j“λ). Thus sup(x) ≤ sup( j“λ). If sup(x) < sup( j“λ),
we can derive a contradiction as in the limit stage. Assume that sup(x) = sup( j“λ). Then x = j“λ by Proposition 4.2.
However we have p  j (C(ES)|A∩δ) j“λ /∈ j (S∗δ )” by the assumptions, so this is impossible. 
Let A = ⋃{A ∩ ξ : ξ < λ+}. By the induction hypothesis, A is complete and C(ES)|A is a complete suborder of
C(ES).
We will show that in the model VC(
ES)|A
1 , the ideal NSκλ|S is λ+-saturated and GCH holds.
To do this, we prove that there exists an (M1, j (C(ES)|A))-generic filter in V1[H ]. Take an arbitrary (V1,C(ES))-
generic filter H , and work in V1[H ]. Let HA,M be the filter in j (C(ES)|A) generated by 〈pξ : ξ < λ+〉.
Claim 4.5. HA,M is an (M1, j (C(ES)|A))-generic filter.
Proof. Let W be a maximal antichain of j (C(ES)|A) which is in M1. A is complete, so j (A) is complete in M . Hence
W is also a maximal antichain of j (C(ES)). Since j (λ+) = sup( j“λ+), and j (C(ES)) is a j (λ+)-stage iteration and
satisfies j (λ+)-c.c. in M1, then there exists η < λ+ such that W ⊆ j (C(ES)|η). Take ξ < λ+ such that W = (W˙ξ )HA
and ξ > η. Consider rξ . By the induction hypothesis on rξ , rξ ∈ j (C(ES)|ξ). Then there exists r ∈ W = Wξ such that
r and rξ are compatible. Then pξ+1 ≤ r, rξ by our choice of pξ+1. Thus we have W ∩ HA,M 6= ∅. 
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Let HA = H ∩C(ES)|A. It is easy to check that j (p) ∈ HA,M for all p ∈ HA by the induction hypothesis (7). Thus
we can extend j to j : V1[HA] → M1[HA,M ], by letting j ((x˙)HA ) = ( j (x˙))HA,M for every C(ES)|A-name x˙ .
Return to V1. Take a (V1,C(ES)|A)-generic filter HA, and work in V1[HA]. Note that GCH holds in V1[HA]. Define
I ⊆ P(Pκλ) by: for X ⊆ Pκλ, X ∈ I if and only if [[ j“λ /∈ j (X)]]C(ES)/HA = 1. It is easy to check that I forms a
normal ideal over Pκλ. I is λ+-saturated because C(ES)/HA satisfies the λ+-c.c. By Lemma 4.1, Pκλ \ S ∈ I . Finally
we show that I = NSκλ|S which finishes the proof. NSκλ|S ⊆ I is clear. We check that equality holds.
Claim 4.6. NSκλ|S = I .
Proof. Let X ∈ I . We show that X ∩ S is non-stationary. Since X ∈ I and S ∈ I ∗, we have X ∩ S ∈ I .
Take η < λ+ such that S∗η is a name of X ∩ S. Note that, because X ∩ S ∈ V1[HA], we may assume that⋃{dom(p) : ∃x〈x, p〉 ∈ S∗η} ⊆ A.
By the definition of I , p C(ES)“∃r ∈ HA,M (M1  r  j (C(ES)|A) j“λ /∈ j (S∗η))” for some p ∈ HA. We may assume
that C(ES)“∃r ∈ HA,M (M1  r  j (C(ES)|A) j“λ /∈ j (S∗η))”. Let r˙ be a name of a witness of ∃r ∈ HA,M . Since HA,M
is generated by 〈 p˙ξ : ξ < λ+〉, we have C(ES)“∃ξ < λ+ ( p˙ξ ≤ r)”. Since C(ES) has the λ+-c.c., we can find ξ < λ+
such that C(ES)“q˙ξ ≤ r” and
⋃{dom(p) : ∃x〈x, p〉 ∈ S∗η} ⊆ A ∩ ξ . Thus C(ES)“M1  q˙ξ  j (C(ES)|A) j“λ /∈ j (S∗η)”.
Then, since S∗η is a C(ES)|A ∩ ξ -name, we have C(ES)“M1  q˙ξ  j (C(ES)|A∩ξ) j“λ /∈ j (S∗η)”. Take η¯ < λ+
such that ξ < η¯ and S∗η = S∗¯η . Then clearly C(ES)“M1  q˙η¯  j (C(ES)|A∩η¯) j“λ /∈ j (S∗¯η)” and so C(ES)“M1 
q˙η¯+1  j (C(ES)|A∩η¯) j“λ /∈ j (S∗¯η)”. Thus η¯ ∈ A by the construction of A, andC(ES)|A shoots a club into the complement
of (S∗η)HA = (S∗¯η)HA = X ∩ S. 
5. λ+-Saturation of NSκλ|S(κ, λ)
In the previous section, we constructed a model such that NSκλ|S is λ+-saturated. In general, S is a proper subset of
S(κ, λ). In this section, under some assumptions, we modify the construction to obtain a model in which NSκλ|S(κ, λ)
is λ+-saturated and GCH holds.
We used the definition of S to obtain a master condition. In particular, we used the following property: if x ∈ j (S)
and sup(x) = sup( j“λ) then x = j“λ. We will change the definition of S so that it is equivalent to S(κ, λ) modulo
NSκλ but still satisfies the above property.
We will use the following function to control a master condition. This idea was used in Krueger [11].
Definition 5.1. Let X be an infinite set. We say that f : [X ]<ω → X is a Jonsson function for X if there exists no
Y ( X with |Y | = |X | and f “[Y ]<ω ⊆ Y .
A cardinal µ is a Jonsson cardinal if there does not exist a Jonsson function for µ.
Theorem 5.2 (Tryba [23], Woodin). Let µ be regular. Assume that µ has a non-reflecting stationary subset S, that
is, S ∩ α is non-stationary in α for every α < µ. Then there exists a function f : [µ]<ω → µ which satisfies the
following: for every poset P, if P preserves the stationarity of all stationary subsets of S, then P“ f is Jonsson for
µ”.
Proof. See Krueger [11]. 
In particular, every cardinal which is the successor of a regular cardinal is not a Jonsson cardinal.
Theorem 5.3 (Tryba [24]). Let µ be a singular cardinal. Assume that µcf(µ) = µ+. Then there exists a function
f : [µ+]<ω → µ+ which satisfies the following: if a poset P is either
(1) µ+ 1-strategically closed or
(2) satisfies the ν-c.c. for some ν < µ or
(3) is an iteration of the form P ∗ Q˙, where P is a poset satisfying (2) and P“Q˙ is a poset satisfying (1)”,
then P“ f is Jonsson for µ+”.
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Proof. First we introduce the notion of a scale for 〈µi : i < cf(µ)〉. Let 〈µi : i < cf(µ)〉 be an increasing sequence
of regular cardinals such that sup{µi : i < cf(µ)} = µ. For f, g ∈ Πi<cf(µ)µi , define f <∗ g if {i < cf(µ) :
f (i) ≥ g(i)} is bounded in cf(µ). We say that 〈 fα : α < γ 〉 is a scale for 〈µi : i < cf(µ)〉 if
• fα ∈ Πi<cf(µ)µi ,
• for α < β < γ , fα <∗ fβ , and
• for all f ∈ Πi<cf(µ)µi , there exists α < γ such that f <∗ fα .
Now we prove the proposition. Fix an increasing sequence 〈µi : i < cf(µ)〉 such that sup{µi : i < cf(µ)} =
µ and each µi is the successor of a regular cardinal. Since µcf(µ) = µ+, there is a scale 〈 fα : α < µ+〉
for 〈µi : i < cf(µ)〉. For i < cf(µ), let gi : [µi ]<ω → µi be a Jonsson function for µi , which exists
by Theorem 5.2. Fix a sufficiently large regular cardinal θ and a well-ordering ∆ of H(θ). Let M =
〈H(θ),∈,∆, µ, 〈µi : i < cf(µ)〉, 〈gi : i < cf(µ)〉, 〈 fα : α < µ+〉〉. Let h : [µ+]<ω → µ+ be a Skolem function
for M restricted to µ+, that is, if X ⊆ µ+ and X is closed under h, then SkM (X) ∩ µ+ = X where SkM (X) is the
Skolem hull of X in the structure M .
We show that h is the desired function. First we prove that h is a Jonsson function in V . Assume otherwise. Let
X ( µ+ be such that X is closed under h and |X | = µ+. Let N be the Skolem hull of X under M , so N ∩ µ+ = X .
First we check that
(1) X ∩ µ ( µ,
(2) |X ∩ µ| = µ,
(3) X ∩ cf(µ) is unbounded in cf(µ).
To show (1), suppose X ∩ µ = µ. Then we will show that X = µ+ holds. Take an arbitrary α < µ+. Since
sup(X) = µ+, there exists β ∈ X such that α < β. By the elementarity of N , there exists a surjection pi ∈ N from µ
to β. Take δ < µ such that pi(δ) = α. Then, since δ, pi ∈ N , we have pi(δ) = α ∈ N . Next we show (2). Assume that
|X ∩ µ| < µ. Since |X | = µ+, there exists α ∈ X such that |X ∩ α| = µ. Clearly µ < α. Take a bijection pi ∈ N
from µ to α. Then, by the elementarity of N , N ∩α = pi“(N ∩µ). However, then |N ∩ α| = |N ∩ µ| < µ, which is a
contradiction. Now we show (3). Take i < cf(µ). By (2), we have X is unbounded in µ. Hence there exists α ∈ X ∩µ
such that µi < α. Take the minimal j < cf(µ) such that α ≤ µ j . Since α, 〈µi : i < cf(µ)〉 ∈ N , this j is definable in
N , so j ∈ N . Clearly i < j . Therefore X ∩ cf(µ) is unbounded in cf(µ).
We now claim that {i ∈ X ∩ cf(µ) : X ∩µi is unbounded in µi } is unbounded in cf(µ). Assume otherwise. Define
f ∈ Πi<cf(µ)µi as follows: if X ∩ µi is bounded in µi , then take f (i) ∈ µi such that sup(X ∩ µi ) < f (i). For other
i < cf(µ), define f (i) = 0. Since X is unbounded in µ+, there exists α ∈ X such that f <∗ fα . Thus there exists
i ∈ X ∩ cf(µ) such that sup(X ∩ µi ) < f (i) < fα(i). However, since fα ∈ N and i ∈ N , we have fα(i) ∈ X ∩ µi ,
which is a contradiction.
Let µi ∈ X be such that X ∩ µi 6= µi and X ∩ µi is unbounded in µi . Since µi ∈ N , we have gi ∈ N and
N ∩ µi = X ∩ µi is closed under gi . However gi is Jonsson for µi , which is a contradiction. Thus h is Jonsson for
µ+ in V .
We can prove that h is Jonsson in a certain generic extension by a similar argument. If P isµ+1-strategically closed,
then the proof is the same. Assume that P satisfies the ν-c.c. for some ν < µ. Then, by the ν-c.c. and Theorem 5.2,
gi remains Jonsson for sufficiently large i < cf(λ). Moreover, by the ν-c.c., for f ∈ (Πi<cf(µ)µi )V P we can take
f ′ ∈ (Πi<cf(µ)µi )V such that f <∗ f ′. Thus we can show that h is Jonsson in a generic extension of P in a similar
way.
The case when P ∗ Q˙ is a two step iteration can be verified with a similar argument. 
We observe some properties of elementary substructures of H(θ).
Lemma 5.4. Let θ > κ be a regular cardinal. Let M ≺ 〈H(θ),∈, κ〉 be such that |M | < κ and M ∩ κ ∈ κ . Then the
following hold:
(1) For all α ∈ M, M ∩ α is unbounded in α if and only if c f (α) < M ∩ κ .
(2) For an ordinal α, assume that M ∩ α is stationary in sup(M ∩ α). Then M ∩ α ∩ C is also stationary for all
< (M ∩ κ)-club C of sup(M ∩ α).
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Proof. (1) Let α ∈ M . Since cf(α) ∈ M , there exists a cofinal map f ∈ M from cf(α) to α. Then f |M ∩ cf(α) is
a cofinal map from M ∩ cf(α) to M ∩ α. Thus cf(α) < M ∩ κ ⇐⇒ dom( f ) ⊆ M ∩ cf(α) ⇐⇒ f “cf(α) ⊆
M ∩ α ⇐⇒ M ∩ α is unbounded.
(2) Let C be a < (M ∩ κ)-club of sup(M ∩ α). Let D = lim(C) ∩ lim(M ∩ α). Then M ∩ D is also stationary.
Take an arbitrary β ∈ M ∩ D. Then M ∩ β is unbounded in β, so cf(β) < M ∩ κ by (1), and we have β ∈ C since C
is < (M ∩ κ)-closed. Thus M ∩ D ⊆ M ∩ α ∩ C , and M ∩ α ∩ C is stationary. 
Now we outline the construction of a model in which NSκλ|S(κ, λ) is λ+-saturated. Assume GCH. Let κ be a
λ-supercompact cardinal, where λ > κ is regular. We assume that:
(1) there is at most one measurable cardinal ρ such that κ < ρ < λ, and if such a ρ exists then λ = ν+ with cf(ν) = ρ,
(2) if λ is inaccessible, then there exists a regular ν < λ such that Eλν has a non-reflecting stationary subset.
Assumption (1) will be used in the proof of Proposition 5.6 later. Assumption (2) is needed to guarantee the
existence of a Jonsson function for λ which is indestructible under some forcing notion.
These are technical assumptions needed to carry out the proof. But assumption (1) is connected with the non-
saturation of NSκλ|S(κ, λ). See Proposition 7.5 and Corollary 7.7.
If V does not satisfy the above assumptions, we can use the following forcing notion:
Fact 5.5 (Burgess [4]). Let ν and µ both be regular cardinals with ν < µ. Then there exists a poset S(ν, µ) such that
(1) |S(ν, µ)| = µ<µ,
(2) S(ν, µ) is ν-directed closed, µ-strategically closed, and
(3) S(ν,µ)“µ has a non-reflecting stationary subset of Eµν ”.
We will build a κ-stage reverse Easton support iteration. Assume GCH. Take f ,U , j , M as in the previous section.
Let B be the set of all α with α < κ such that
• α is Mahlo,
• f “α ⊆ α,
• λα = f (α) ≥ α is regular, and
• if λα is inaccessible, then λα has a non-reflecting stationary subset of Eλαµα for some regular µα < λα .
For α ∈ B, fix a Jonsson function gα of λα , the existence of which is shown in Theorems 5.2 and 5.3. Let g be the κth
element of j (〈gα : α ∈ B〉). Then g is Jonsson for λ.
Here we define the iterated forcing notion. Assume that Pα is defined and α ∈ B. Let S˙α be a Pα-name such that
Pα“S˙α is the set of all x ∈ S(α, λα) such that f “(x ∩α) ⊆ x ∩α and x = Skα(x)∩λα”, where Skα(x) is the Skolem
hull of x under the structure 〈H˙(λ+α ),∈, α, λα, gα, ∆˙α〉 with some fixed well-ordering ∆˙α of H˙(λ+α ). Take a name E˙Sα
of a nice enumeration of all subsets of S˙α , and define Q˙α = C( E˙Sα).
Let G be a (V,Pκ)-filter and V1 = V [G]. Let S and ES be the interpretations of S˙Mκ and E˙SMκ . We note that S is
equivalent to S(κ, λ) modulo NSκλ. We will take a complete set A ⊆ λ+ and show that VC(ES)|A1 is a model such that
NSκλ|S is λ+-saturated.
As in Section 4, take a (V1,C(ES))-generic H . By the same argument, we can construct an (M[G][H ],Pκ+1, j (κ))-
generic filter Gκ+1, j (κ). Let M1 = M[G][H ][Gκ+1, j (κ)] and extend j : V → M to j : V1 → M1. Since Pκ satisfies
the κ-c.c. and C(ES) is< λ-strategically closed, g remains Jonsson for λ in V1[H ]. The case when λ is the successor of
a singular cardinal follows from Theorem 5.3. If λ is inaccessible or the successor of a regular cardinal, then, by our
assumption on V , λ has a non-reflecting stationary subset of Eλν for some regular κ ≤ ν < λ. By Fact 2.1, P ∗ C(ES)
preserves the stationarity of all stationary subsets of Eλν in V , so g remains Jonsson for λ by Theorem 5.2. Thus
j (g)|[ j“λ]<ω is also Jonsson for j“λ.
Proposition 5.6. For x ∈ j (S), if sup(x) = sup( j“λ) then x = j“λ.
Proof. Work in V1[H ]. Let x ∈ j (S) with sup(x) = sup( j“λ). Since ot(x) is regular and cf(sup(x)) =
cf(sup( j“λ)) = λ, ot(x)must be λ. Note that x ∩ j (κ) ≤ κ; if x ∩ j (κ) > κ , then κ ∈ x and j ( f )(κ) = λ ⊆ x ∩ j (κ).
This contradicts ot(x) = λ.
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First we show that j“λ ⊆ x . By Lemma 5.4, x ∩ j“λ is stationary in sup( j“λ), and |x ∩ j“λ| = λ. Let N be the
Skolem hull of j“λ under j (〈H(λ+),∈, κ, λ, g,∆〉), and let Nx be the Skolem hull of x . Since Nx ∩ j (λ) = x , x
is closed under j (g) and so is x ∩ j“λ. Then, since j (g)|[ j“λ]<ω is Jonsson, we have x ∩ j“λ = j“λ. Therefore
j“λ ⊆ x .
Next we check that x = j“λ. Let N ′ be the transitive collapse of N and pi : N → N ′ be the collapsing map. It is not
hard to see that pi−1|λ = j |λ and N ′ is the transitive collapse of the Skolem hull of λ under 〈H(λ+),∈, κ, λ, g,∆〉.
Since λ<λ = λ in V1, we have ([λ]<λ)V1 ⊆ N ′.
Let N ′x be the transitive collapse of Nx and pix : Nx → N ′x be the collapsing map. Define σ : N ′ → N ′x by








Since pi is the collapsing map, pi(α) = ot(N ∩ α) for all ordinal α ∈ N . Similarly pix (α) = ot(Nx ∩ α) for all
ordinal α ∈ Nx . In particular pi( j (λ)) = pix ( j (λ)) = λ holds. Hence we have σ(λ) = pix ◦ pi−1(λ) = pix ( j (λ)) = λ.
We now suppose that j“λ 6= x . Let β be the least element of x \ j“λ. Let j (γ ) = min( j“λ \ β). Then
ot( j“λ ∩ j (γ )) = ot( j“γ ) = γ < ot(x ∩ j (γ )). This means that σ(γ ) > γ . Thus σ |λ is not an identity map.
Let ρ be the critical point of σ . Since x ∩ j (κ) = κ = j“λ ∩ j (κ), we have κ < ρ < λ.
We observe that ρ is regular. If ρ is singular, then ρ is also singular in V1 and cfV1(ρ) = cf(ρ). Thus we can
choose a cofinal map τ : cf(ρ) → ρ such that τ ∈ N ′. Then σ(τ) is a cofinal map from σ(cf(ρ)) to σ(ρ). Since
σ(cf(ρ)) = cf(ρ) and σ(τ(ξ)) = τ(ξ) for all ξ < ρ, we have that σ(τ“cf(ρ)) = τ“cf(ρ) ⊆ ρ < σ(ρ). Thus σ(τ) is
not a cofinal map, which is a contradiction.
We claim that ρ+ < λ. If ρ+ = λ, then ρ < σ(ρ) < λ. Since |σ(ρ)| = ρ in N ′, we can take a bijection k ∈ N ′
from ρ to σ(ρ). Then σ(k)“ρ = {σ(k)(ξ) : ξ < ρ} ∈ N ′x . For ξ, ζ < ρ, k(ξ) < k(ζ ) if and only if σ(k)(ξ) < σ(k)(ζ )
by the elementarity of σ . This means that the order type of {σ(k)(ξ) : ξ < ρ} is just σ(ρ). Hence σ(ρ) is not a cardinal
in N ′x , which is a contradiction.
Now define F by X ∈ F ⇐⇒ (X ∈ (P(ρ))V1 ∧ ρ ∈ σ(X)). Then F is a (V1, ρ)-normal ultrafilter. Since
(2ρ)V1 = ρ+ < λ and C(ES) is < λ-strategically closed, we conclude that F ∈ V1. Thus ρ is a measurable cardinal
in V1 such that κ < ρ < λ and ρ+ < λ. Thus, by Fact 2.3 and the assumptions on V , we have λ = ν+ with
cf(ν) = ρ < ν.
To derive a contradiction, we use a scale as in Theorem 5.3. Choose an increasing sequence of regular cardinals
〈νi : i < ρ〉 such that supi<ρ νi = ν and 〈νi : i < ρ〉 ∈ N ′. Since νcf(ν) = ν+ in V1, there exists a scale 〈 fα : α < λ〉
for 〈νi : i < ρ〉 such that 〈 fα : α < λ〉 ∈ N ′. Fix α and β with α < β < λ. Then there exists i∗ < ρ such that,
for every j < ρ, if i∗ < j then fα( j) < fβ( j). Since ρ is a critical point of σ , σ(i∗) = i∗. Thus, in N ′x , for every
j < σ(ρ) if i∗ < j then σ( fα)( j) < σ( fβ)( j). In particular σ( fα)(ρ) < σ( fβ)(ρ). Thus {σ( fα)(ρ) : α < λ} is a
subset of σ(ν) with the order type λ. However this is impossible because σ(ν) < σ(λ) = λ. 
The rest of the proof is the same as that of Section 4, using Proposition 5.6 instead of Proposition 4.2.
6. µ+-saturation of NSκλ|S(κ, λ) for κ ≤ µ < λ
Krueger [11] constructed a model in which NSκκ+ |S(κ, κ+) is κ+-saturated, but in which GCH fails, starting from
a κ+3-supercompact cardinal κ . The definition of S(κ, κ+) used by Krueger [11] and this paper are not the same,
but they are equivalent modulo NSκκ+ . On the other hand, Shioya [22] constructed a model in which NSκκ+ |S is
κ+-saturated for some stationary S starting from a κ+-supercompact cardinal κ . In this section, we will construct a
model which is a natural generalization of the above results.
Let κ be a λ-supercompact cardinal, where λ > κ is a regular cardinal, and let µ be a regular cardinal with
κ ≤ µ < λ. Assume GCH. Then there exists a poset which preserves all cofinalities and forces that:
(1) κ is an inaccessible cardinal,
(2) NSκλ|S(κ, λ) is µ+-saturated,
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(3) λ<µ = λ, and
(4) if κ < µ, then 2ν = ν+ for all ν with κ ≤ ν < µ.
However this poset forces 2µ = λ+.
Recall that S(κ, λ) is a maximal non-splitting stationary subset in the following sense:
Proposition 6.1. Let λ ≥ κ be a regular cardinal and S be a stationary subset of Pκλ. If S \ S(κ, λ) is stationary,
then S can be split into λ many pairwise disjoint stationary subsets.
Proof. We will show that if I is a λ-saturated normal ideal over Pκλ then S(κ, λ) ∈ I ∗. This suffices to prove the
proposition, because if S cannot be split into λ many pairwise disjoint stationary subsets, then NSκλ|S is λ-saturated.
However since S \ S(κ, λ) is stationary, we must have S(κ, λ) /∈ (NSκλ|S)∗.
It is well-known that every λ+-saturated normal ideal over Pκλ is precipitous, so I is precipitous. Take a (V,PI )-
generic ultrafilter U , and let j : V → M ≈ Ult(V,U ). We will show that ot( j“λ) is regular and j“λ is stationary in
sup( j“λ).
Since I is λ-saturated, PI has the λ-c.c. Hence the regularity of λ is preserved. Thus ot( j“λ) = λ is regular in
V [G], therefore ot(x) is regular in M as well.
To see the stationarity of j“λ, we work in V . Let p ∈ PI and a PI -name C˙ be such that p PI “C˙ is a club in
sup( j“λ)”. We check that p PI “C˙ ∩ j“λ 6= ∅”. Pick a PI -name α˙0 such that p PI “α˙0 ∈ C˙”. By the λ-c.c. of P, we
can find β0 < λ such that p PI “α˙0 < j (β0)”. Next take a PI -name α˙1 such that p PI “α˙1 ∈ C˙ and j (β0) < α˙1”.
As before, we can find β1 < λ such that p PI “α˙1 < j (β1)”. We repeat this argument ω-times. Let 〈α˙n, βn : n < ω〉
be the sequence obtained by this procedure. Let β = sup{βn : n < ω} < λ. Since the critical point of j is κ and
κ > ω, we have p PI “ j (β) = j (sup{βn : n < ω}) = sup{ j (βn) : n < ω} = sup{α˙n : n < ω}”. Then, since
p P“{α˙n : n < ω} ⊆ C˙ , p PI “ j (β) ∈ C˙”. 
Note that “λmany” in the statement of Proposition 6.1 cannot be replaced by “λ<κ many”. Baumgartner and Taylor
[3] showed the consistency of the existence of a stationary subset S of Pω1ω2 such that S cannot be split into ω<ω12 -
many pairwise disjoint stationary subsets. Since ω1 is a successor cardinal, S(ω1, ω2) is non-stationary in Pω1ω2,
hence S is disjoint from S(ω1, ω2).
The basic idea behind the construction of our model is simple. We use a µ+-c.c. club shooting instead of C. In the
definition of C, we replace d(p) ∈ λ by d(p) ∈ Pµλ. However there are some technical difficulties in obtaining a
master condition. To solve this problem, we will use a standard forcing notion which adds a new subset of λ together
with club shootings.
First we define a µ-strategically closed µ+-c.c. club shooting which we will use instead of C(ES). The basic idea
of this forcing notion is due to Sakai [19]. Sakai defined such a forcing notion only for µ = κ and λ = κ+n (n < ω),
but we will extend this to arbitrary regular λ and µ < λ.
Let κ be a weakly inaccessible cardinal, λ > κ a regular cardinal and µ a regular cardinal with κ ≤ µ < λ. Fix
S ⊆ S(κ, λ) such that:
• for all x ∈ S, µ ∈ x and x ∩ µ has no largest element,
• for x , y ∈ S, if x 6= y then sup(x) 6= sup(y).
Note that sup(x) > µ for all x ∈ S.
Definition 6.2. Cµ is the set of all functions p such that
(1) p : d(p)× d(p)→ d(p) ∩ µ for some d(p) ∈ Pµλ,
(2) c(p) ∩ S = ∅, where c(p) = {x ∈ Pκd(p) : x is closed under p}.
For p, q ∈ Cµ, p ≤ q if and only if q ⊆ p.
Lemma 6.3. Assume that µ<µ = µ. Then Cµ satisfies the µ+-c.c.
Proof. Let {pξ : ξ < µ+} ⊆ Cµ. By the ∆-system lemma, we may assume that {d(pξ ) : ξ < µ+} forms a ∆-system
with root R ∈ Pµλ. Since there are at most µ many functions from R × R to µ, there exist ξ , η < µ+ such that
pξ |(R× R) = pη|(R× R). We show that pξ and pη have a lower bound. Take X ∈ Pµλ such that d(pξ )∪d(pη) ⊆ X
and X ∩ µ has a maximal element. Define q in the following way:
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(1) q : X × X → X ∩ µ,
(2) q|(d(pξ )× d(pξ )) = pξ ,
(3) q|(d(pη)× d(pη)) = pη, and
(4) for 〈β, γ 〉 ∈ (X × X) \ (d(pξ )× d(pξ )) ∪ (d(pη)× d(pη)), q(β, γ ) = max(X ∩ µ).
This is well-defined because pξ |(R × R) = pη|(R × R). We check that q is a condition below pξ and pη. It suffices
to show that c(q) ∩ S = ∅. Let y ∈ c(q). If y ⊆ d(pξ ), then y ∈ c(pξ ) and y /∈ S. The case y ⊆ d(pη) is the same.
Assume that y * d(pξ ) and y * d(pη). Let β, γ ∈ y be such that β /∈ d(pξ ) and γ /∈ d(qη). By the definition of q ,
q(β, γ ) = max(X ∩ µ) ∈ y ∩ µ, so y ∩ µ has a maximal element and y /∈ S. 
Lemma 6.4. For X ∈ Pµλ, {p ∈ Cµ : X ⊆ d(p)} is dense in Cµ.
Proof. Let X ∈ Pµλ and q ∈ Cµ. Take Y ∈ Pµλ such that X ∪ d(q) ⊆ Y and Y ∩ µ has a maximal element. Define
p by the following:
(1) p : Y × Y → Y ∩ µ,
(2) p|(d(q)× d(q)) = q , and
(3) for 〈β, γ 〉 ∈ (Y × Y ) \ (d(q)× d(q)), p(β, γ ) = max(Y ∩ µ).
It is easy to see that p ≤ q . 
Lemma 6.5. Cµ is µ-strategically closed.
Proof. Let γ < µ. We will describe Player II’s γ th move. Assume that γ is a successor ordinal. Let pγ be Player I’s
γ th move. We can find X ∈ Pµλ such that
(1) d(pγ ) ∪ lim(d(pγ )) ∪ {sup(d(pγ ))} ⊆ X ,
(2) X ∩ µ has the largest element, and
(3) for ξ ∈ X , if there exists y ∈ S such that sup(y) = ξ then y ⊆ X .
We can easily take X ′ satisfying (1) and (3) since every element of S has a unique supremum. Then set X =
X ′ ∪ {sup(X ′ ∩ µ)}. Clearly X satisfies (1) and (2), and also (3) because the supremum of every element of S is
greater than µ.
Let αγ = max(X ∩ µ). Notice that αγ > sup(d(pγ ) ∩ µ). Then, Player II will choose qγ such that:
(1) qγ : X × X → X ∩ µ,
(2) qγ |d(pγ )× d(pγ ) = pγ , and
(3) for 〈β, δ〉 ∈ (X × X) \ (d(pγ )× d(pγ )), qγ (β, δ) = αγ .
We can easily check that qγ ≤ pγ . For limit γ , we take pγ as the union of the previous moves of Players, and Player
II moves as a successor step for pγ .
We show that this strategy is a winning strategy for Player II in Γµ(Cµ). Assume that γ < µ is a limit ordinal.
Let 〈qξ : ξ < γ 〉 be Player II’s moves following the above strategy. Notice that 〈αξ : ξ < γ 〉 is a strictly increasing
sequence. It is enough to show that q∗ = ⋃{qξ : ξ < γ } is an element of Cµ. Assume not. Let x ∈ c(q∗) ∩ S.
If there exists ξ < γ such that x ∩ d(qξ ) is unbounded in sup(x), then sup(x) ∈ d(qξ+1). By the strategy we have
x ⊆ d(qξ+1), and x ∈ c(qξ+1), which is a contradiction. Thus sup(x ∩ d(qξ )) < sup(x) for every ξ < γ . Let
b = lim{sup(x ∩ d(qξ )) : ξ < γ }. Then b is a club subset of sup(x). Since x is stationary in sup(x), we have x ∩ b
is unbounded in sup(x). Moreover, because ot(x) is regular, we have |x ∩ b| = ot(x). Take an arbitrary β ∈ b ∩ x .
Then there exists ξβ < γ such that β = sup{sup(x ∩ d(qξ )) : ξ < ξβ} but β > sup(x ∩ d(qξ )) for all ξ < ξβ .
Clearly β /∈ d(qξ ) for all ξ < ξβ . By the strategy, ⋃ξ<ξβ d(qξ ) ∪ lim(⋃ξ<ξβ d(qξ )) ⊆ d(qξβ ). Thus β ∈ d(qξβ ).
Then, by the strategy, we have q∗(β, β) = qξβ (β, β) = αξβ ∈ x ∩ µ. The correspondence β to αξβ is injective, thus
we conclude that |x | = |x ∩ b| ≤ |x ∩ µ|. However since µ ∈ x and ot(x) is regular, we have |x ∩ µ| < |x |, which is
a contradiction. 
Lemma 6.6. Let G be a (V,Cµ)-generic filter. Then
⋃
G is a function from λ × λ to µ. Let C = {x ∈ Pκλ : x is
closed under
⋃
G}. Then C is a club set of Pκλ such that C ∩ S = ∅.
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As in the case with C, we will iterate Cµ and shoot a club into the complements of every subset of S. Assume that
µ<µ = µ, λ<λ = λ and 2λ = λ+. Ωµκλ is the set of all functions p such that
(1) p is a partial function from λ+ to V with size less than µ and,
(2) for all α ∈ dom(p), p(α) : d(p(α))× d(p(α))→ d(p(α)) ∩ µ for some d(p(α)) ∈ Pµλ.
For p, q ∈ Ωµκλ, p ≤ q if dom(q) ⊆ dom(p) and q(α) ⊆ p(α) for all α ∈ dom(q).
For Ωµκλ, we define ES, Cµ(ES), and Cµ(ES)|A as before. It is easy to check that Cµ(ES) is a < µ-support iteration, is
µ-strategically closed and satisfies the µ+-c.c.
Lemma 6.7. Let X ∈ Pµλ and ξ < λ+. Then {p ∈ Cµ(ES)|A : ξ ∈ dom(p),∀η ∈ dom(p) (X ⊆ d(p(η)))} is dense
in Cµ(ES)|A.
Lemma 6.8. Let D = {p ∈ Cµ(ES)|A : ∃α, β ∈ ⋂ξ∈dom(p) d(p(ξ)) (〈p(ξ)(α, β) : ξ ∈ dom(p)〉 is injective)}. Then
D is dense in Cµ(ES)|A.
Now we give an outline for constructing a model such that NSκλ|S(κ, λ) is µ+-saturated, λ<µ = λ, and 2ν = ν+
for all κ ≤ ν < µ (if κ < µ). Assume GCH. Let κ be λ-supercompact where λ > κ is regular and µ is regular with
κ ≤ µ < λ. We assume that the following hold:
(1) there is at most one measurable cardinal ρ such that κ < ρ < λ, and if such a measurable cardinal exists then
λ = ν+ with cf(ν) = ρ,
(2) if λ is inaccessible, then λ carries a non-reflecting stationary subset of Eλν for some regular ν < λ,
(3) if κ < µ, then µ is not a weakly compact cardinal.
As in Section 5, (3) is a technical assumption used to prove the theorem.
Let U , f , j , M be as in the previous section. Moreover we assume that there exists k ∈ κκ such that
{x ∈ Pκλ : k(x ∩ κ) = ot(x ∩µ)} ∈ U , that is, j (k)(κ) = µ. Such a function k does not always exist, but we can add
such a function with Fast function forcing. Fast function forcing has cardinality κ , and preserves all cofinalities, GCH
and the λ-supercompactness of κ . Moreover, in a generic extension of Fast function forcing, there exists a function
l : κ → H(λ+) such that for every x ∈ H(λ+) there exists a normal ultrafilter F over Pκλ such that jF (l)(κ) = x ,
where jF : V → M ≈ Ult(V, F) is the corresponding elementary embedding. Therefore we may assume that the
above U , f and k exist in the ground model. For details about Fast function forcing, see Hamkins [7].
Let B ⊆ κ be the set of all α < κ such that
• α is Mahlo,
• f “α ⊆ α and k“α ⊆ α,
• f (α) > k(α) ≥ α,
• f (α) and k(α) are both regular, and
• if f (α) is inaccessible then f (α) has a non-reflecting stationary subset of E f (α)ν for some ν < f (α).
Notice that κ ∈ j (B). For α ∈ B, we denote k(α) by µα and f (α) by λα . Fix a Jonsson function gα for λα .
We define a κ-stage reverse Easton support iteration. Fix α ∈ B and assume that Pα is defined. Moreover we
assume that Pα forces 2ξ = ξ+ for all ξ ≥ α. Let S˙′α , T˙α be Pα-names such that
• α“S˙′α = {x ∈ S˙(α, λα) : f “(x ∩ α) ⊆ α, Skα(x) ∩ λα = x , x is < x ∩ α-closed and gα|[x]<ω is Jonsson for x}”,
• α“T˙α = {x ∈ S˙(α, λα) : f “(x ∩ α) ⊆ α, Skα(x) ∩ λα = x} \ S˙′α”.
Where Skα(x) is the Skolem hull of x under the structure 〈H˙(λ+α ),∈, α, λα, µα, gα, ∆˙α〉 for some well-ordering ∆˙α
of H˙(λ+α ). T˙α ∪ S˙′α is equivalent to S˙(α, λα) modulo NSαλα . Notice that, for each x ∈ S˙′α ∪ T˙α , µα ∈ x and x ∩ µα
has no largest element.
We claim that each element of S˙′α has a unique supremum.
Claim 6.9. Pα“∀x, y ∈ S˙′α (sup(x) = sup(y)→ x = y)”.
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Proof. Take an arbitrary (V,Pα)-generic filter G. Work in V [G]. Let S′α = (S˙′α)G . Let x , y ∈ S be such that
sup(x) = sup(y). Since x is < x ∩ α-closed and y is < y ∩ α-closed, x ∩ y is unbounded in sup(x) = sup(y)
and |x ∩ y| = |x |. Since gα|[x]<ω is Jonsson for x , we have x ∩ y = x and x ⊆ y. In the same way we show that
y ⊆ x . 
Let R˙µα be a Pα-name of the poset with the base set
⋃{X2 : X ∈ Pµαλα}, ordered by reverse inclusion. Standard
arguments show that R˙µα is µα-directed closed, that it satisfies the µ+α -c.c. if µ
<µα
α = µα , and that R˙µα adds a total
function from λα to 2. This poset R˙µα blows up the size of 2µα to λα violating GCH.
Let S˙α be a Pα ∗ R˙µα -name such that Pα∗R˙µα “S˙α = {x ∈ S˙′α : R˙α(sup(x)) = 1}” where R˙α is a name of a generic
function of Rµα . Note that R˙µα forces that λ<λαα = λα and 2λα = λ+α . Let C˙α be a < λα-strategically closed club
shooting which destroys the stationarity of T˙α ∪ (S˙′α \ S˙α) in the sense of Section 3. Thus, after forcing with C˙α ,
S˙(α, λα) is equivalent to S˙α modulo NSκλ. Fix a name E˙Sα of a nice enumeration of all subsets of S˙α in the sense of
Ωµααλα . Finally let Q˙α = R˙µα ∗ C˙α ∗ Cµα ( E˙Sα).
Assume that Pκ is defined. Choose a (V,Pκ)-generic G. Since Pκ satisfies the κ-c.c. and |Pκ | = κ , then 2ξ = ξ+
for all ξ ≥ κ in V [G]. Let V0 = V [G]. Since j ( f )(κ) = λ and j (k)(κ) = µ, Q˙Mκ is of the form R˙µ ∗ C˙κ ∗ Cµ( E˙S).
Let T and S′ be interpretations of T˙ and S˙′ by G. Let G ′ be (V0,Rµ)-generic and R = ⋃G ′. R is a total function
from λ to 2. Hence C is a < λ-strategically closed poset which destroys the stationarity of T ∪ (S′ \ S), where
S = {x ∈ S′ : R(sup(x)) = 1}. Take a (V0[G ′],C)-generic filter G∗. Let V1 = V0[G ′][G∗]. S(κ, λ) is equivalent to S
modulo NSκλ in V1.
Take an arbitrary (V1,Cµ(ES))-generic H . Work in V1[H ]. As in Section 4, we can construct an
(M[G][G ′][G∗][H ],Pκ+1, j (κ))-generic filter Gκ+1, j (κ) in V1[H ]. Let M0 = M[G][G ′][G∗][H ][Gκ+1, j (κ)]. Then
we can extend j : V → M to j : V0 → M0. Note that, since Qκ is µ-strategically closed, then (Pµλ)V0 =
(Pµλ)V1[H ] = (Pµλ)M0 . We omit superscripts and denote this simply as Pµλ. As in Sections 4 and 5, we can verify
that j“λ ∈ j (S′).
Let p = ⋃{ j (q) : q ∈ G ′}. By the closure property of M0, p ∈ M0. Note that p is a partial function from j (λ) to
2. Clearly p is a condition of j (Rµ) and a lower bound of { j (q) : q ∈ G ′}.
Since p is a lower bound of { j (q) : q ∈ G ′}, we can extend j to j : V0[G ′] → M0[G ′M ] for every (M0, j (Rµ))-
generic G ′M with p ∈ G ′M . By the elementarity of j , j (S) = {x ∈ j (S′) : RM (sup(x)) = 1}, where RM =
⋃
G ′M .
We need j“λ ∈ j (S) to construct the required model. However, because sup( j“λ) /∈ dom(p), it is possible that
j“λ /∈ j (S). To guarantee that j“λ ∈ j (S), among other things, we will extend the condition p as follows:
Let Y = ⋃{ j (X) : X ∈ Pµλ}. Notice that dom(p) = Y . In particular |Y | < j (µ). Moreover sup(Y ) = sup( j“λ)
and sup( j“λ) /∈ Y . For each X ∈ Pµλ, X is bounded in λ. Thus sup( j (X)) < sup( j“λ) and sup(Y ) =
sup{sup( j (X)) : X ∈ Pµλ} ≤ sup( j“λ). Now define p′ by the following:
(1) p′ is a function with dom(p′) = Y ∪ lim(Y ) ∪ {sup( j“λ)},
(2) for ξ ∈ Y , p′(ξ) = p(ξ),
(3) p′(sup( j“λ)) = 1, and
(4) for ξ ∈ lim(Y ) \ Y , if ξ 6= sup( j“λ) then p′(ξ) = 0.
p′ is definable in M0, hence p′ ∈ M0. Clearly p′ ∈ j (Rµ) and p′ ≤ p. By the closure property of M0 and λ+ < j (µ),
j (Rµ) is λ+-closed in V1[H ]. Hence, in V1[H ], we can build an (M0, j (Rµ))-generic filter G ′M such that p′ ∈ G ′M .
Since p′ ≤ p and p is a lower bound of { j (q) : q ∈ G ′}, we can extend j : V0 → M0 to j : V0[G ′] → M0[G ′M ]
in a natural way. By the elementarity of j , we have j (S) = {x ∈ j (S′) : RM (sup(x)) = 1}, where RM = ⋃G ′M .
Since p′(sup( j“λ)) = 1 and j“λ ∈ j (S′), we have j“λ ∈ j (S). To continue the argument, we need the following two
propositions:
Proposition 6.10. For x ∈ j (S′ ∪ T ), if sup(x) = sup( j“λ) then x = j“λ.
Proof. We will repeat the argument used in Proposition 5.6. Let x ∈ j (S′ ∪ T ) be such that sup(x) = sup( j“λ).
Then we can show that j“λ ⊆ x and x ∩ j (κ) = κ by the same argument. Suppose j“λ ( x . Let N , N ′, Nx , N ′x ,
and σ : N ′ → N ′x be as in the proof of Proposition 5.6. Notice that ([λ]<λ)V0 ⊆ N ′ because λ<λ = λ in V0. Since
j“λ 6= x , σ is not the identity map. Let ρ be the critical point of σ . First we claim that ρ is inaccessible in V0. Since
2ξ = ξ+ for all ξ ≥ κ in V0, it is enough to show that ρ is a regular limit cardinal. The regularity can be verified
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by the same argument as in Proposition 5.6. We check that σ is a limit cardinal. Suppose not and let ρ = ν+. Then
σ(ν) = ν and ρ < σ(ρ) = (ν+)N ′x , thus ρ is not a cardinal in N ′x , so is not in V1[H ]. This is impossible.
By the same argument used in Proposition 5.6 we have that ρ+ < λ. Define F = {X ∈ (P(ρ))V0 : ρ ∈ σ(X)}.
Then F is a (V0, ρ)-normal ultrafilter. We now consider the following three cases:
Case 1. ρ < µ. Then 2ρ = ρ+ ≤ µ in V0. Using the µ-strategical closure of Qκ = Rµ ∗ Cκ ∗ Cµ(ES), we will
construct a ρ-complete ultrafilter over ρ in V0. Let 〈Xξ : ξ < ρ+〉 be an enumeration of (P(ρ))V0 . Work in V0. Let F˙
be a Qκ -name such that Qκ “F˙ is a (V0, ρ)-normal ultrafilter”. By the µ-strategical closure of Qκ , we can construct
a descending sequence 〈pξ : ξ < ρ+〉 of Qκ such that pξ decides if Xξ ∈ F˙ or not. Let F ′ = {Xξ : pξ forces
Xξ ∈ F˙}. It is easy to check that F ′ is a ρ-complete ultrafilter over ρ. Thus ρ is a measurable cardinal in V0, and
λ must be a successor of a cardinal with cofinality ρ. Then we derive a contradiction using the same argument as in
Proposition 5.6.
Case 2. ρ > µ. As in Case 1, let Qκ = Rµ ∗ Cκ ∗ Cµ(ES) and F˙ a Qκ -name such that Qκ “F˙ is a (V0, ρ)-normal
ultrafilter”. Because C is < λ-strategically closed, (2ρ)V0 = ρ+ < λ, and Cµ(ES) satisfies the µ+-c.c., we can take
a Rµ-name t˙∗ of a condition of Cκ such that for all X ∈ (P(ρ))V0 and 〈s, t˙, u˙〉 ∈ Qκ , if 〈s, t˙, u˙〉 ≤ 〈∅, t˙∗,∅〉 and
〈s, t˙, u˙〉 Qκ “X ∈ F˙” then 〈s, t˙∗, u˙〉 Qκ “X ∈ F˙”. We define I¯ = {X ∈ (P(ρ))V0 : 〈∅, t˙∗,∅〉 Qκ “X /∈ F˙”}. We
claim that I¯ is a µ+-saturated normal ideal over ρ, however then we can conclude that ρ is measurable in V0, so is V .
As in Case 1, this is a contradiction.
It is easy to check that I¯ is a normal ideal. To show the µ+-saturation of I¯ , suppose that there exists {Xξ : ξ <
µ+} ⊆ I¯+ such that Xξ ∩ Xζ ∈ I¯ for all ξ, ζ with ξ < ζ < µ+. For each ξ < µ+, take sξ and u˙ξ such that
〈sξ , t˙∗, u˙ξ 〉 Qκ “Xξ ∈ F˙”. We now work in V0[G ′]. Let a = {ξ < µ+ : sξ ∈ G ′}. Because Rµ satisfies the µ+-c.c.
and G ′ is generic, we have |a| = µ+. Choose ξ, ζ ∈ a. Then sξ and sζ are compatible, hence 〈t˙∗, u˙ξ 〉 and 〈t˙∗, u˙ζ 〉
must be incompatible in Cκ ∗ Cµ(ES). This shows that t˙∗ Cκ “{u˙ξ : ξ ∈ a} is an antichain in Cµ(ES) of size µ+”,
which is a contradiction.
Case 3. ρ = µ. By the assumption on V , ρ = µ is not weakly compact in V , so is not in V0. ρ is inaccessible but
not weakly compact, hence there exists a ρ-Aronszajn tree T ∈ N ′ in V0. Then, by a standard argument using σ , we
can show the existence of a cofinal path of T in N ′x . Then using the µ-strategical closure ofQκ , we can build a cofinal
path of T in V0 as in Case 1. This is a contradiction. 
Recall that Y =⋃{ j (X) : X ∈ Pµλ}.
Proposition 6.11. For all x ∈ j (S), if x ⊆ Y then either x = j“λ or x ⊆ j (X) for some X ∈ Pµλ.
Proof. Let x ∈ j (S) with x ⊆ Y . As mentioned before, sup(Y ) ≤ sup( j“λ). Hence we have sup(x) ≤ sup( j“λ). If
sup(x) = sup( j“λ) then x = j“λ by Proposition 6.10. Assume that sup(x) < sup( j“λ). Since x ⊆ Y and ot(x) is
limit, sup(x) is in lim(Y ). Suppose sup(x) /∈ Y . Then, by the definition of p′, we have p′(sup(x)) = RM (sup(x)) = 0,
hence x /∈ j (S). This is a contradiction. Therefore we have sup(x) ∈ Y . Then we can choose X ∈ Pµλ such
that sup(x) ∈ j (X). Take X ′ ∈ Pµλ such that X ⊆ X ′ and ∀y ∈ S′ (sup(y) ∈ X ′ ⇒ y ⊆ X ′). Then, since
sup(x) ∈ j (X) ⊆ j (X ′), x ⊆ j (X ′). 
Let p∗ =⋃{ j (q) : q ∈ G∗}. Notice that p∗ is in M0[G ′M ] and p∗ is a function from sup( j“λ) to sup( j“λ). We can
verify that c(p∗)∩ j (T∪(S′\S)) = ∅ using Proposition 6.10 and the fact j“λ ∈ j (S). Hence p∗ is a condition of j (Cκ)
and a lower bound of j“G∗. By the λ+-strategical closure of j (Cκ) in V1[H ], we can build an (M0[G ′M ], j (Cκ))-
generic filter G∗M with p∗ ∈ G∗M . Thus we can extend j : V0[G ′] → M0[G ′M ] to j : V1 → M0[G ′M ][G∗M ]. Set
M1 = M0[G ′M ][G∗M ].
The rest is similar to Section 4. Fix an enumeration of all maximal antichains of j (C(ES)). Return to V1. To construct
a model in which NSκλ|S is µ+-saturated, we will build a sequence of master conditions 〈 p˙ξ , q˙ξ , r˙ξ : ξ < λ+〉 and a
complete set A ⊆ λ+ by induction on ξ < λ+. Let γ < λ+. Assume that p˙ξ , q˙ξ , r˙ξ and A∩ξ are defined for all ξ < γ
and satisfy the induction hypotheses (1)–(7) of Section 4. If γ is limit, we will consider the three cases: cf(γ ) < κ ,
cf(γ ) ≥ µ, and κ ≤ cf(γ ) < µ. The case cf(γ ) < κ is the same as in Section 4. If cf(γ ) ≥ µ then C(ES)|γ is the
direct limit, hence we can carry out the same argument as in Section 4.
Suppose κ ≤ cf(γ ) < µ. Define p˙γ and q˙γ as in Section 4. To define r˙γ , take a (V1,C(ES))-generic H and work in
V1[H ]. Let HA∩γ = H ∩C(ES)|A ∩ γ . Let E =⋃{ j (dom(p)) : p ∈ HA∩γ }. It is easy to check that E ∈ M1. Further
E ⊆ j (A ∩ γ ) and |E | < j (µ). Define rγ by the following:
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• rγ : E → M1,
• rγ | sup( j“γ ) = qγ ,
• for ξ ∈ E \ sup( j“γ ), rγ (ξ) =⋃{ j (p)(ξ) : p ∈ HA∩γ , ξ ∈ dom( j (p))}.
We will show that rγ ∈ j (C(ES)|A ∩ γ ) by induction on ξ < j (γ ). We check only the successor step. Suppose
ξ = η + 1 and η ∈ E . We can check that d(rγ (η)) = Y . Thus, by Proposition 6.11, if there exists x ∈ c(rγ (η)) such
that x ∈ j (S), then either x = j“λ or x ⊆ j (X) for some X ∈ Pµλ. By Proposition 6.8 and an argument used in
Claim 4.3, j“λ is not closed under rγ (η). Thus x is not equal to j“λ, and we have x ⊆ j (X) for some X ∈ Pµλ.
Then, by Lemma 6.7, we can take p ∈ HA∩γ such that η ∈ j (dom(p)) and j (X) ⊆ d( j (p)(η)). Using this fact we
can derive a contradiction in a similar way to Section 4.
Next we deal with the successor step. Let γ = δ + 1. Define p˙γ , q˙γ , r˙γ and decide if δ ∈ A or not by the same
method used in Section 4. We can prove that C(ES)“r˙γ ∈ j (C(ES)|A ∩ γ )” using Proposition 6.11 and an argument
used in Claim 4.4.
Suppose A, p˙ξ , q˙ξ and r˙ξ are defined for all ξ < λ+. In V1[H ], we can build a (M1, j (C(ES)|A))-generic filter
HA,M and extend j to j : V1[HA] → M1[HA,M ], where HA is a (V1,C(ES)|A)-generic filter induced by H . In
V1[HA], it can be verified that the ideal induced by j is of the form NSκλ|S. Since C(ES)|A satisfies the µ+-c.c.,
NSκλ|S is µ+-saturated in V1[HA]. Since 2ξ = ξ+ for all ξ ≥ κ in V0 and Qκ is µ-strategically closed, 2ν = ν+ for
all ν with κ ≤ ν < µ (if κ < µ) in our final model.
7. Some remarks
Remark 1: We say that an ideal I is α-strategically closed (respectively < α-strategically closed) if the generic
ultrapower poset PI is α-strategically closed (respectively < α-strategically closed). In fact, the saturated ideals in
Sections 4 and 5 are < λ-strategically closed. To show this, we need to prove several propositions. Propositions 7.1
and 7.2 are due to Sakai [20].
Proposition 7.1. Let P, Q be posets and α an ordinal. Assume that P is separative and there exists a complete
embedding f from P to Q. Then
(1) if Q is α-strategically closed, then P is also α-strategically closed, and
(2) if f is a dense embedding and P is α-strategically closed, then Q is also α-strategically closed.
Proof. First we claim the following: for every p, p′ ∈ P and q ∈ Q, if q ≤Q f (p) and p′ is a reduction of q then
p′ ≤P p. Suppose not. Since P is separative, there exists r ≤P p′ such that r⊥p in P. Then f (r) ≤Q f (p′) and
f (r)⊥ f (p) in Q. Since q ≤Q f (p), we have f (r)⊥q in Q. However, since p′ is a reduction of q and r ≤P p′, we
have f (r) ‖ q in Q. This is a contradiction.
Now we prove the proposition. We will show only the case α = ω+1 for both (1) and (2). The case α > ω+1 can
be proved by a similar argument. To do this, we will play Γω+1(P) and Γω+1(Q) simultaneously. For convenience, we
denote Player I in Γω+1(P) by IP, and Player I in Γω+1(Q) by IQ. We use similar notations for Player II.
(1). We describe a winning strategy for IIP using a winning strategy for IIQ.
Fix a winning strategy for IIQ. Let p0 be IP’s first move. Then we set f (p0) as IQ’s first move. IIQ plays
q ′0 ≤Q f (p0) following her winning strategy. Take a reduction q0 ∈ P of q ′0. By the above claim, we have q0 ≤P p0.
Then IIP plays q0 as her first move. Let p1 ≤P q0 be IP’s second move. Since q0 is a reduction of q ′0 and p1 ≤P q0,
f (p1) and q ′0 are compatible in Q. Then let IQ play a lower bound p′1 of f (p1) and q ′0 as his second move. As in the
previous, IIQ plays q ′1 ≤Q p′1 by following her winning strategy. Take a reduction q1 of q ′1, and let IIP play q1 as her
second move. Then q1 ≤P p1 holds. We repeat this operation ω-times and take 〈pn, qn, q ′n : n < ω〉 by following
the above strategy. We check that this strategy is a winning strategy for IIQ. To see this, it is enough to show that
{pn : n < ω} has a lower bound. Since 〈q ′n : n < ω〉 follows a winning strategy for IIQ, IIQ can take an ωth move q ′ω.
Let qω be a reduction of q ′ω. Fix n < ω. Since q ′ω ≤P q ′n , qω is also a reduction of q ′n . Then since q ′n ≤Q f (pn), we
have qω ≤P pn . Hence qω is a lower bound of {pn : n < ω}.
(2). As in (1), we will describe a winning strategy for IIQ using a winning strategy for IIP. Let p0 be IQ’s first move.
Since f is a dense embedding, there exists p′0 ∈ P such that f (p′0) ≤Q p0. Then let IP play p′0 as his first move, and
let IIP play q ′0 by following her winning strategy. For q ′0, IIQ plays f (q ′0) as her first move q0. Let p1 ≤Q q0 be the
second move of IQ. Then take p′1 ∈ P such that f (p′1) ≤Q p1. It is clear that p′1 is a reduction of p1, hence we have
p′1 ≤P q ′0. Then IP plays p′1 as his second move, and IIP plays q ′1 ≤P p′1 by following her winning strategy. IIQ plays
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f (q ′1) as her second move. It can be verified that this strategy is a winning strategy for IIQ by an argument similar to
(1). 
Proposition 7.2. Let µ be regular with µ ≤ λ+. Let P be a µ-c.c. poset. Assume that P“there exists an elementary
embedding j from V to M for some transitive model M with crit( j) = κ , λ < j (κ) and j“λ ∈ M”. Define
I = {X ⊆ Pκλ :P j“λ /∈ j (X)}. Then
(1) I is a µ-saturated normal ideal over Pκλ, and
(2) the correspondence X 7→ [[ j“λ ∈ j (X)]]P for X ∈ I+ is a complete embedding from PI to ro(P), where ro(P) is
the Boolean completion of P.
Proof. (1) is straightforward.
(2). It can be easily verified that this correspondence preserves the order and the incompatibility. We claim that
if {Xξ : ξ < γ } ⊆ PI is a maximal antichain then {[[ j“λ ∈ j (Xξ )]]P : ξ < γ } is also a maximal antichain in
ro(P). To see the maximality, let b ∈ ro(P). We will show that {[[ j“λ ∈ j (Xξ )]]P : ξ < γ } ∪ {b} is not an antichain.
Since I is µ-saturated for some µ ≤ λ+, we may assume that γ ≤ λ. By the normality of I , 5ξ<γ Xξ ∈ I ∗.
Thus [[ j“λ ∈ j (5ξ<γ Xξ )]]P = 1. Since [[ j“λ ∈ j (5ξ<γ Xξ )]]P = 1, b ∧ [[ j“λ ∈ j (5ξ<γ Xξ )]]P > 0, hence
b∧[[∃ξ < γ ( j“λ ∈ j (Xξ ))]]P > 0. This shows that there exists ξ < γ such that b∧[[ j“λ ∈ j (Xξ )]]P > 0. Therefore
{[[ j“λ ∈ j (Xξ )]]P : ξ < γ } ∪ {b} is not an antichain. 
Corollary 7.3. Let I be the non-stationary ideal NSκλ|S from Sections 4 and 5. Then I is < λ-strategically closed in
V1[HA].
Proof. It is not hard to see that C(ES)/HA is separative and < λ-strategically closed in V1[HA]. By (2) of
Proposition 7.1, ro(C(ES)/HA) is also< λ-strategically closed. By Proposition 7.2 and the construction of the ideal I in
Sections 4 and 5, PI is a complete suborder of ro(C(ES)/HA). Hence, by (1) of Proposition 7.1, PI is< λ-strategically
closed. 
We can show that the ideal NSκλ|S(κ, λ) in Section 6 is µ-strategically closed in the same way.
We note a slight difference between 〈I+,⊆〉 and 〈I+,⊆I 〉. For an ideal I over Pκλ, we sometimes use a poset
〈I+,⊆〉 as a generic ultrapower poset. Since the identity map is a dense embedding from 〈I+,⊆〉 to 〈I+,⊆I 〉, they
are forcing equivalent. However, unlike 〈I+,⊆I 〉, 〈I+,⊆〉 is not separative and we cannot apply Corollary 7.3 to
〈I+,⊆〉. In fact 〈I+,⊆〉 cannot be κ + 1-strategically closed. For α < κ and Player II’s αth move X ∈ I+, Player I
plays {x ∈ X : α ∈ x} as his α + 1th move. This strategy is a winning strategy for Player I.
For an application of strategically closed ideals, see Matsubara [16].
We note that < λ-strategical closure in Corollary 7.3 cannot be replaced by λ-strategical closure. The following
fact is due to Shioya [22].
Fact 7.4. Let S ⊆ Pκλ be stationary. Then {x ∈ S : ∃ f : [x]<ω → x (S∩{y ⊆ x : ot(y) < ot(x), f “[y]<ω ⊆ y} = ∅}
is also stationary in Pκλ.
Let I = NSκλ|S for some stationary S. The above fact shows that there exists a stationary T ⊆ S such that
T PI “∃ f : [ j“λ]<ω → j“λ ( j (S) ∩ {y ⊆ j“λ : ot(y) < λ, f “[y]<ω ⊆ y} = ∅”. Note that we do not need
that I is precipitous, because j“λ must belong to the well-founded part of a generic ultrapower. The above statement
means that T PI “S is non-stationary in P˙κλ”. In fact the function j−1 ◦ f ◦ j : [λ]<ω → λ witnesses that S
is non-stationary in a generic extension. Hence the poset PNSκλ|S must destroy the stationarity of some subset of
Pκλ. Clearly a λ-strategically closed poset preserves the stationarity of all subsets of Pκλ, so PNSκλ|S cannot be
λ-strategically closed.
Remark 2: We note some remarks about the limitations on saturation of NSκλ|S(κ, λ).
Proposition 7.5. Let κ be weakly inaccessible and λ > κ be regular. Assume that S(κ, λ) is stationary and there
exists a measurable cardinal ρ such that κ < ρ < λ and either
(1) λ is ρ-inaccessible, or
(2) λ = ν+ with cf(ν) < ρ < ν and ν is ρ-inaccessible.
Then for every club C of Pκλ and every set of pairwise disjoint stationary subsets 〈Sξ : ξ < ρ〉 of λ there exist
x ∈ C ∩ S(κ, λ) and ξ ∈ x ∩ ρ such that Sξ ∩ sup(x) is non-stationary in sup(x).
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Proof. Let C be a club of Pκλ and ES = 〈Sξ : ξ < ρ〉 be pairwise disjoint stationary subsets of λ. Let θ
be a sufficiently large regular cardinal and ∆ be a well-ordering of H(θ). Fix a normal ultrafilter U over ρ. Let
M = 〈H(θ),∈, κ, λ,C, ρ,U, ES,∆〉.
Since S(κ, λ) is stationary, there exists x ∈ S(κ, λ) such that SkM(x) ∩ λ = x , where SkM(x) is the Skolem hull
of x under the structureM. Let N = SkM(x). Consider the set⋂(U ∩ N ). Since |N | < κ < ρ andU is ρ-complete,⋂
(U ∩ N ) is in U . We claim the following, which is known as a seed argument:
Claim 7.6. Let s ∈ ⋂(U ∩ N ) and N [s] = { f (s) : f ∈ ρH(θ) ∩ N }. Then N [s] ≺ M, N ⊆ N [s] and
N ∩ ρ = N [s] ∩ s.
Proof of Claim. For each a ∈ N , there exists the constant function fa : ρ → {a} in N . Hence N ⊆ N [s] is clear.
N [s] ≺ M can be verified by a standard argument. We check N ∩ ρ = N [s] ∩ s. Let α ∈ N [s] ∩ s. Then there
exists a function f : ρ → H(θ) in N such that f (s) = α. For f , define f ′ : ρ → ρ by f ′(β) = f (β) if f (β) ∈ β,
and f ′(β) = 0 if f (β) /∈ β. This f ′ is definable from f , hence f ′ ∈ N . Then, by the definition of f ′ and the fact
f (s) ∈ s, we have f ′(s) = f (s) = α. f ′ is regressive on ρ, hence there exists a unique γ < ρ such that {β < ρ :
f ′(β) = γ } ∈ U by the normality of U . f ′,U ∈ N , hence N can compute this γ , thus γ ∈ N ∩ ρ and {β < ρ :
f ′(β) = γ } ∈ N∩U . Then, by the choice of s, we have s ∈ {β < ρ : f ′(β) = γ } and α = f (s) = f ′(s) = γ ∈ N∩ρ.
Claim
Since 〈Sξ : ξ < ρ〉 are pairwise disjoint, there are at most cf(sup(x))many ξ < ρ such that Sξ∩sup(x) is stationary
in sup(x). Every element of U has cardinality ρ, hence there must exist η ∈ ⋂(N ∩ U ) such that η > sup(N ∩ ρ)
and Sη ∩ sup(x) is non-stationary in sup(x). Fix such an η. Finally we check that N [η] ∩ λ is the desired set. By
the previous claim, N [η] ∩ η = N ∩ λ = x . In particular N [η] ∩ κ = x ∩ κ ∈ κ . Furthermore C ∈ N [η], thus
N [η]∩λ ∈ C . Therefore it is enough to show that sup(N [η]∩λ) = sup(x) and ot(N [η]∩λ) is regular. First we check
that sup(N [η] ∩ λ) = sup(x). It is clear that sup(x) ≤ sup(N [η] ∩ λ). To see the converse, let α ∈ N [η] ∩ λ. Then
there exists f : ρ → H(θ) in N such that f (η) = α. As in the proof of Claim 7.6, we may assume that f “ρ ⊆ λ.
Since λ is regular and ρ < λ, f “ρ is bounded in λ. Take the minimal ordinal β < λ such that f “ρ ⊆ β. Since f ∈ N ,
we have β ∈ N ∩ λ. Then α = f (η) < β < sup(N ∩ λ).
We check that ot(N [η] ∩ λ) = ot(x). Suppose not and take γ ∈ N [η] ∩ λ such that ot(N [η] ∩ γ ) = ot(x). Notice
that |N [η] ∩ γ | = ot(N [η] ∩ γ ).
Suppose (1) holds for ρ and λ. Take the minimal ordinal α ∈ N ∩ λ such that γ ≤ α. Fix f ∈ ρH(θ) ∩ N
such that f (η) = γ . As in the proof of Claim 7.6, we may assume that f : ρ → α. Further, for β ∈ N [η] ∩ γ ,
there exists g : ρ → α in N such that g(η) = β. In particular N [η] ∩ γ = {g(η) : g ∈ ρα ∩ N }. Since α < λ
and λ is ρ-inaccessible, we have αρ < λ. Since ot(x) = ot(N ∩ λ) is regular, we have |N ∩ ρα| < ot(x). However
ot(x) = ot(N [η] ∩ γ ) = |N [η] ∩ γ | = |{g(η) : g ∈ ρα ∩ N }| ≤ |ρα ∩ N | < ot(x), a contradiction.
Next suppose (2) holds for ρ and λ. Let λ = ν+ with cf(ν) < ρ < ν. We prove that γ < ν. If γ ≥ ν, then, since
ν ≤ γ < ν+ = λ, there exists a bijection pi : ν → γ in N [η]. Hence |N [η] ∩ γ | = |N [η] ∩ ν|. If γ > ν, then
ot(N [η] ∩ γ ) > ot(N [η] ∩ ν) must hold. However then |N [η] ∩ γ | = ot(N [η] ∩ γ ) > ot(N [η] ∩ ν) ≥ |N [η] ∩ ν|.
This is a contradiction. Suppose ν = γ . Since ν is singular, there exists a cofinal map pi ∈ N [η] from cf(ν) to ν.
Then, by elementarity, pi |(N [η] ∩ cf(ν)) is a cofinal map from N [η] ∩ cf(ν) to N [η] ∩ ν. Thus cf(ot(N [η] ∩ ν)) =
cf(N [η] ∩ cf(ν)) < ot(N [η] ∩ ν), which contradicts ot(N [η] ∩ ν) is regular.
Since γ < ν, we may assume that γ = f (η) for some function f : ρ → ν of N . Since cf(ν) < ρ, there
exists α < ν such that {β < ρ : f (β) < α} ∈ U . Since f,U ∈ N , we may assume that α ∈ N ∩ ν.
Moreover, since {β < ρ : f (β) < α} ∈ U , we have γ < α. Therefore we may assume that f is a function
from ρ to α. Since ν is ρ-inaccessible, we have αρ < ν. Then we have |N ∩ ρα| < ot(x) by the same reasoning
as in the case λ is ρ-inaccessible. Moreover, since γ < α, we have N [η] ∩ γ ⊆ {g(η) : g ∈ ρα ∩ N }. Hence
|N [η] ∩ γ | ≤ |{g(η) : g ∈ ρα ∩ N }| ≤ |αρ ∩ N | < ot(x). This is a contradiction. 
Corollary 7.7. Under the assumptions of Proposition 7.5, NSκλ|S(κ, λ) does not have a strong property. That is
NSκλ|S(κ, λ) is neither
(1) λ-saturated nor
(2) ω + 1-strategically closed.
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Proof. Let I = NSκλ|S(κ, λ). Fix pairwise disjoint stationary subsets 〈Tξ : ξ < ρ〉 of Eλω. We will show that if (1) or
(2) holds then there exists a club C such that C ∩ S(κ, λ) ⊆ {x ∈ S(κ, λ) : ∀ξ ∈ x ∩ µ(Tξ ∩ sup(x) is stationary in
sup(x))}, which contradicts Proposition 7.5.
Throughout this proof, j : V → M denotes the corresponding generic elementary embedding induced by a
(V,PI )-generic filter.
(1). Suppose I is λ-saturated. Fix ξ < ρ. We claim that PI “ j (Tξ ) ∩ sup( j“λ) is stationary in sup( j“λ)”. Let
p ∈ PI and D˙ be a PI -name such that p PI “D˙ is club in sup( j“λ)”. As in the proof of Proposition 6.1, we can
construct a sequence 〈α˙i , βi : i < λ〉 such that for all i < j < λ,
• i < βi < β j < λ,
• p PI “β˙i ∈ D˙ and α˙i < j (βi ) < α˙i+1”.
Since Tξ is stationary, there exists γ ∈ Tξ such that {βi : i < λ} ∩ γ is unbounded in γ . Since the critical point of j
is κ and cf(γ ) = ω, we have p PI “ j (γ ) = sup( j“γ )”. Then, by the construction, p PI “ j (γ ) ∩ D˙ is unbounded”,
hence p PI “ j (γ ) ∈ D˙ ∩ j (Tξ )”. PI “ j (Tξ ) ∩ sup( j“λ) is stationary in sup( j“λ)”, therefore there exists a club
Dξ such that Dξ ∩ S(κ, λ) ⊆ {x ∈ S(κ, λ) : Tξ ∩ sup(x) is stationary in sup(x)}. Let C = 4ξ<ρDξ . Then clearly
C ∩ S(κ, λ) ⊆ {x ∈ S(κ, λ) : ∀ξ ∈ x ∩ ρ(Tξ ∩ sup( j“λ) is stationary in sup( j“λ))}”.
(2). Suppose I is ω + 1-strategically closed. By Matsubara [16], I is precipitous. Fix ξ < ρ. By the proof of
Theorem 7 of Matsubara [16], we have that PI “ j (Tξ ) ∩ sup( j“λ) is stationary in sup( j“λ)”, hence there exists a
club D such that D ∩ S(κ, λ) ⊆ {x ∈ S(κ, λ) : Tξ ∩ sup(x) is stationary in sup(x)}. By the normality of I , we get a
club C such that C ∩ S(κ, λ) ⊆ {x ∈ S(κ, λ) : ∀ξ ∈ x ∩ ρ (Tξ ∩ sup(x) is stationary in sup(x))}. 
Proposition 7.8. Let κ be a weakly inaccessible cardinal and λ a weakly Mahlo cardinal greater than κ . Then
NSκλ|S(κ, λ) is not µ-saturated for every µ < λ.
Proof. Let I = NSκλ|S(κ, λ) and suppose I is µ-saturated for some µ < λ. First we claim that there exists a club C
of Pκλ such that {x ∈ S(κ, λ) : ot(x) is weakly Mahlo} ⊆ C ∩ S(κ, λ). Take an arbitrary (V,PI )-generic filter G and
let j : V → M ≈ Ult(V,G). Since PI satisfies the µ-c.c., PI preserves the weak Mahloness of λ. Hence ot( j“λ) is
weakly Mahlo in V [G], so is in M as well. Therefore PI “ot( j“λ) is weakly Mahlo”, and we have the claim.
Next we claim that {x ∈ S(κ, λ) : ot(x) is not weakly Mahlo} is stationary in Pκλ, which contradicts the previous
claim. To see this claim, take a function f : [λ]<ω → λ. We will find x ∈ S(κ, λ) such that ot(x) is not weakly Mahlo
and x is closed under f . It is known that {α < λ : α is regular, but not weakly Mahlo} is stationary in λ. Hence we can
find ν < λ such that ν > µ, ν is regular but not weakly Mahlo and f “[ν]<ω ⊆ ν. Now take a (V,PI )-generic G and
work in V [G]. Since PI satisfies the µ-c.c. and ν > µ, we have that ν is regular but not weakly Mahlo in V [G]. Let
j : V → M ≈ Ult(V,G). Because I is µ-saturated, M is closed under λ-sequences in V [G]. Hence ν is regular but
not weakly Mahlo in M . ν is closed under f , hence j“ν is closed under j ( f ). Finally we claim that j“ν is stationary
in sup( j“ν). We can prove it by an argument similar to that of the proof of Proposition 6.1. Therefore we have that
j“ν ∈ j (S(κ, λ)), ot( j“ν) is not weakly Mahlo, and j“ν is closed under j ( f ). By the elementarity of j , there exists
x ∈ S(κ, λ) such that ot(x) is not weakly Mahlo and x is closed under f . 
Proposition 7.8 tell us that forcing used in the proof of Main Theorem 3 in Section 6 applied to a model where λ is
a Mahlo cardinal cannot preserve the weak Mahloness of λ.
8. Open questions
There are several open questions.
(1) We constructed a model such that NSκλ|S(κ, λ) is µ-saturated, where κ ≤ µ < λ are regular cardinals and
2<µ = µ but 2µ is large as 2µ = λ+. In particular we have the consistency of the statement that NSκκ++ |S(κ, κ++)
is κ++-saturated and 2κ = κ+, but 2κ+ = κ+++. This model suggests the following question, which is a generalized
form of Gitik’s problem: If κ ≤ µ < λ are regular cardinals and there exists a stationary set S ⊆ Pκλ such that
NSκλ|S is µ+-saturated, does it follow that 2µ > λ?
(2) To construct our models in Sections 4–6, we used some technical assumptions which assert that “λ is not
a large cardinal” and “there are few large cardinals between κ and λ”. In fact, in Section 7, we showed that a
saturation property of NSκλ|S(κ, λ) conflicts with some large cardinal properties. However this does not mean that
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the assumptions made on V are necessary. For instance, it is still open whether it is consistent for NSκλ|S(κ, λ) to be
µ+-saturated for some weakly compact cardinal µ with κ < µ < λ. We enumerate some related problems.
(a) Is it possible that there exists a measurable cardinal ρ such that κ < ρ < λ and that NSκλ|S(κ, λ) is λ+-saturated?
(b) If λ is a regular Jonsson cardinal or a weakly Mahlo cardinal, is it possible that NSκλ|S is λ+-saturated for some
stationary subset S of Pκλ?
(c) If µ is a weakly compact cardinal such that κ < µ < λ, is it possible that NSκλ|S is µ+-saturated for some
stationary set S of Pκλ?
Note that statement (a) is consistent if we replace S(κ, λ) by some stationary set S of Pκλ. In fact, if we start with a
measurable cardinal ρ with κ < ρ < λ in the construction of the model in Main Theorem 1, then we can build such a
model.
(3) In this paper, we discussed the saturation problem of NSκλ|S(κ, λ) for a regular cardinal λ. By Proposition 6.1,
for a regular cardinal λ, S(κ, λ) is a maximal non-splitting stationary subset of Pκλ. However the condition “x is
stationary in sup(x)” in the definition of S(κ, λ) seems unnatural. Is this condition needed? Or can NSκλ|{x ∈ Pκλ :
ot(x) is regular} be κ+-saturated?
Note that, letting S = {x ∈ Pκλ : ot(x) is regular}, S and S(κ, λ) are equivalent modulo NSκλ if λ < κ+κ . See
Krueger [11]. Moreover if NSκλ|S is λ-saturated, then S and S(κ, λ) are equivalent for a regular λ. However the author
does not know whether these are equivalent if λ = κ+κ+1.
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